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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Szondi, a new projec~ive test which has become quite popu• 
\, 
f''• 

lar with clinical psychologists, is being used ·more and more a.s part 

of a .battery of psychological teats in clinical work. · . Literature on 

the test is beginning to e.ppea.r in the journals and, a.t this writing, 

a.t least fifty research projects using the Szondi a.re in progress in • 
this country. 

There is reason for such. popularity. Rapa.port (50), discus·ses 

the «criteria of projective tests"· e.s ~ollowst 

"Projective tests have the boldly proclaimed aim to ·elicit, 
to render. observable, to reoord., and to communicate _the psychological 
structure of the subject, Eta.inherent to him at a;ny given moment. 
and without study of historical antecedents:. n {p. 8) · 

He sta-tes that the eliciting procedure must be simple, not 

time-consuming, not requiring time to develop a. complex relationship 

between patient and examiner; the tes~ muat have a standard set or 

stimuli and a limi tad and specific procedure; the behavior to be 

elioitedmust be easily and fully recorded and scored. 

The Szondi test fulfills the for.ma.l _criteria. completely. Some 

of its mosi; publicized values are the ease of administration and 

the very short time needed for a.dmi~stra.tion.of the test. Its 

sooring and recording is clear and a.ceure.te. 

But there. a.re more important reasons for the popularity of the 

test than the satisfaction of the formal criteria end these are 
concerned with the clinical psychological value or the test. The 



Szondi teatl is said by Dari to have the purpose ofrefleoting 

n ••• the personality as a. functioning., dynamic whole. More 
speoi:f'iea,lly, it conceives of. the personality as consisting of a 
number of' need-systems (or drives) and reflects the quantitative 
di stributicn of tension in these speoific need-systems plus the way 
the person handles these need~tensions ••. .- • Beoause the Szondi 
test--more than e.ny of the other projective _teohn.ios reflects the 
personality as a. clynamic process undergoing. constant fluctuations 
through the accumulation and discharge of the various need-tension·s., 
the test is particularly apt to follow· up and make visible certain 
psyohodynamio changes., such as the· psychologic changes during a 
paroxysmal oycle of epilepsy., or the effeots o_f various therapeutic 
procedures. tt_ · (14., P• 7, 8) 

This statement of purpose may well b~ of extreme importance to 
_':"i}1 

the clinical psychologist and psyo~a.trist. A difference from other 

projective tests is implied. If the test refleots changes in the 

distribution of tensions within a personality then it be possible 

to study the processes rather than oro ss-seotions · of the personality. 

Measuring progress in therapy might help us to improve as well as to 

evaluate our therapeutic procedures. The absence of verbal require-

ments also suggests other potentialiti.esJ for, example., something 

ndght be learned about the psyohology of the aphasic with whom we 

could use few other projective techniques. 

The purpose of the present study is, in general, to investigate 

whether the Szondi test can accomplish what is claimed .for it or not. 

This introduotorr chapter will be concerned with: 1) the basis for 

the oiaims made apropos the validity of the Szondi test; 2) a brief 

cri tioal review of the resea.roh referrable to· the validity of the 

l The materials, administration procedure, and principles of 
interpretation of the Szondi test have been described extensively 
in Szondi (70), and Dari (14). 
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. Szondi test;:. and 3) the need for the research here undertaken. 

Szondi, the originator of the test, and Dari, its chief 

proponent, used a.a _bases for their validationd data th~ "factorial 

associa:bion experiments", genetic and .occupational normative 
' ·' .' .· \ . . . . ·. 

·studies, and their conviction that the test ttworkstt .-

The beginning research was done, of course, by Szondi (70). 

T;te basis for his choice of the pa.rti~ula.r eight categories 

(homosexuality, sadism, epilepsy, hysteria, __ catatonia, paranoia. 

depression, and mania;_} lies in his genetic theory which he calls 

"farte•analysis•.2. Szondi used the tt:ractoria.l association exper• 

· iment_" to choose the speoif'io pictures for . the test in .the follow• 

ing manner. Using pictures., from various. books, of patients in 

the eight die.gnostic groups _listed above, he showed the pictures to 

subjaots a.nd asked for their assooia..-tions. It_ was .dsumed that the 

pictures would direct the associations·. of the subject "to dii'£erent 

drive areas which correspond to the character of the exposed pioture.n 

Szondi reports., ttitha.s been proved that each picture actually 

directs the assooiation of the subject into the drive area which 
. . 

corresponds to its specific factor·." He used those_ pictures for the 

test which were ttractorially specific" and discarded the other& 

which were not• 

Deri (14). al.so discusses the experiment of factorial 

ass-ocia.tion1 and quotes a few illustrative examples seleoted 

"practically at rand·om." She sta:tes that al though the associations 

2 An exposition of the fate-analytic theory oan be found in 
Szondi (71). · · · 
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. . .· . 

are not "proof in the strict sense of the word • . • • .the 

verbal m.a.terial gained by the . experiment of 'factorial asso-

ciation' supports our theory in regard to the speoifio valence 

character of the eight factors ' in a rather ._direo~ wa.y.tt (p. 23)'. 

She adds that the . fact that the test "works" has to be accepted 

a:nyway • as some sort of pragmatic proof _of the theory.· 

There appear to_ be many deficiencies., from a systematic point 

of view, in. both s·zondi and Dari' a work with the Association 

Experiment. For one, associations which have no limit set on them 

other -tha.n the si?imulus a.re difficult to categorize. The tendency 

to see what one wants to see is always pr.esent when one deals with 

such qualitative.,( somewhat vague material. Neither Dari nor Szondi 

tells us the size 1

:of the population from which they drew their. 

samples. ·They do not set down :theirmethod of analysis beforehand 

nor are their .hypotheses stated ,clearly so that .they are put .to_ the 

test. at lea.st partially, through .:the :11experimenttl. They do not 

present, or attempt to understand, those associations whfoh do not 

f'i t their interpretation. Deri' s use of the term 11pra.otioa.lly at 

random" also leaves her results open to criticism. The point of 

criticism here is not that the data. from the factorial association 

experiment are useless and valueless in helping us to understand 
' ; 

how the test works. They a.re valuable; but dealt with unsystematioally 

they cannot co:noeiva.bly serve as proof of anything. And, since such 

work was the basis for the choice of the particular pictures used, 

the question as to whether thesepiotures, i.e., the test, serve ·the 

purposes claimed, remains unanswered. 
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Dari (14), includes additional information _which is pertinent 

to the problem or validation. Throughout her discussion of the 

principles of interpretation, which is the major pa.rt or the book, 

she presents comparative da.ta on genetic and occupational· groups. 

Deri also distributed in mimeographed form norms for 2250 subjects 

from which the data in the book seem to have been taken. These 

norms are presented with no comments and with little systemati-

zation, so that their adequacy is ha.rd to evaluate. 

Dari is £ully a.ware of the absence of rigorous quantitative 

validating data. She finds it necessary to say, 11As it is, the 

a.ooepta.noe of pra.otioa.lly any of my statements 'about the meaning 

of the various factorial constellations· is left to the good-will 

of the rea.der. 11 (14., P• xi) This la.st statement ha.s been referred 

to by almost all those 'Who ha.ve reviewed Deri' s book. Schafer (57), 

Margo let ( 39), and Meehl '(41), were extremely:· ori tica.1 of Dari' s 

a.tti tude about va.lida.tiona.l material. They felt that hers wa.s 

an unsophistioa.ted attitude a.nd one that asks too much of the 

clinical psychologist. One must agree with these critics although 

the agreement requires qualification. 

Empirical proof~ usefulness by experienced and respected 

clinicians, and clinical evidence a.re important in evaluating 

the validity of a projective test. Adequate methods £or estab-

lishing the validity of projective tests to the sa.tisfaotion of· 

most psychologists have not been developed yet. Moat of the 

procedures that have been attempted suffer from basic methodo-

logical difficulties. Dari and others have developed confidence 
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in the Szondi ·testthrough using it. In her book Dari tells how 
. ' ' ' ' 

she uses the test and l~ys th~- groundwork for further research. 

· However, she realizes the weakness of her book in the area of val-

idation and suggests that she would welcome systematic .studies of 

validation. . Rapaport (49), who also placed em.phasi s. on the impor-
' . " ' 

ta.nee of clinical experience in evaluating a projective test, said 

that the Szondi test tt: ••• was developed on the only lines possible 

for a projective test.tt 

Since the publication of Deri I s book · in 1949, results of a. few 

studies have appeared in the journals, and there is a great deal of 

research in progress. K?J.o~ledg~ of: some curre~t researches has been 

·gathered through the Szondi Newsletter, and through personal oorre~ 
,·r: 

spondenoe with pe?ple doing rese_a.roh·: in thfs :area. Ma.nY :. ~f the re-

sea.rohes now in progress ar~ concerned with finding Szondi "pat-

terns." Studies are being don~ ·on orimiria.l~i girls in a state school 
. - ·. ' , ,, 

to find an . "institutional" pattern, psycholog~cal interns., five to 

six year old children, patients with organic brain disea;se, social 

workers, medical students, arthritics, stutterers. hypertensives., 

people with 'peptic ulcer, and the physically handicapped. ,There 

' a.re studies reported in progress ' giving Szondi tests pre-and-post 

surgery for facial disfigurement, psychodrama sessions, reading a 

frightening story., therapy for children with behavior problems, 

treatment £or. alcoholism, and group therapy. There are Szondi 

tests being given ~o. find the difference or similarity between 

seven-year-olds in progressive· schools and seven-year-olds in 

public schools, early and late onset of bra.in disease, and 
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early and late onset of physical handicap. The personalities 

of epileptios,· manifest homosexuals, _and out-patients at a mental 

hygiene clinic a.re being stu~ied through the use of the Szondi 

test. 

With allithis resea.rchactivity it is surprising to find 

·that, in spite of the lack o_f ,system.atio validation of the_ Szondi 

test, much of the research being done is not pointed towards 

validation a.nd,/ in fact, implicitly assumes that the Szondi is 

a valid test. The following are some of the studies which 

illustrate this point. 

One study has the purpose of testing the theories of child 

development of Anna Freud, Piaget, Buhler, and Gesell. 

11The problei.n is to show changes in personality structure 
as described by the Szondi from the pre-school level to early 
adolescence, the basic assumption being that the changes re-
vealed should fit one developmental theory more adequately 
than e:ny others. 11• (35, -P• 7). 

Another research project uses the Szondi test in combination 

with sociometric devices. "••.to .see if persons within a psycho-

pathic hospital will tend to choose as friends others of- a 

similar persone.litypattern.u 

It is reported that_ a psychologist working at a state village 

is using the Szondi and " ••• reels that from it she is beginning 

to get results that oorrela.t~ better with thesuocess of the 

girl on parole than does the I. Q., or· Rorschach, or Social 

Quotient."· 
3 

Michaeli ·writes tlla.t she·ha.s completed profiles on approxi-

3 Personal correspondence., 1950 
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mately fifty psychiatrioally diagnosed paranoid schizophrenics. 

nsome interesting findings thus far a.re: (1) Paranoids 
for the most part show a normal pattern in the sex vector (/h, /s). 
(2) -dis prevalent, indicating that the basic problem is fix-
ation on the primary love object. (3) Patients showing bizarre 
behavior rather than delusional or hallucinatory phenomena have 
open e, open hy more than 50% of the time. • •• (4) Paranoid - -""-schizophrenics who avoid hospitalization until their early forties 
run a consistently high /m. '1 

Otto Dari (ll), used the Szondi in a study_which was de-

signed to test the personality differences of subjects of 'pure' 

classical musical taste and subjects of 'romantic' musical taste. 

He concludes that, 

"• •• major differences were in the sexual area, furthermore 
in the 'k' and 'p' factors. The results bear out the hypothesis 
that subjects wi.th classical taste repress their primary sexuality 
and preference for strict classical form goes with tendency for 
narcissistic introjection. While subjects with romantic taste 
do not deny their primary sexual impulses and show a more ex-
pansive and fluid ego-organization." 

All these studies are using Szondi test results as the basis 

for psyohologica.l conclusions. The validity of the conclusions is, 

of course, dependent upon the validity of the test itself. The 

fact that .the researchers make conclusions about personality from 

the Szondi test results points up the implicit assumption of validity. 

There are a number of completed studies which more or less 

directly refer to the validity of certain of the basic assumptions 

underlying the rationale of the Szondi test, or have tested some 

of the .. interpretive principles Dari set down in her book. 

Paine (44), attempted to investigate the. validity of Deri's 

statements a.bout intertest change, while trying to find quantifiable 

and scorable variables which might be useful in the interpretation 

of the Szondi test. He gave a series of six Szondi tests to ea.oh 
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of thirty chronic psychotic patients and measured the behavior 

changes of these patients by 'means of a. rating sea.le. Test change, 

and behavior change were quantified and- correlated. He reports, 
11There is no significant relationship between· test change and 

change in the behavior of psychotic patients." (p. 113) • 

Fosberg (18), attempted to test oerta.inof Dari's principles 

of interpretation and raised the following questions: 

tt(a) Does the Szondi test administered to patients before and 
after electrically induced grand ma.l seizures show a difference in 
the paroxysmal vector? (b) Does the Sex Vector scores of the Szondi 
Test differ when the test is administered after a. sexual episode.as 
compared with the test administered when no orga.smhas tak:enplaoe?" 
(p. 326). . _ -

To study question (a), he gave five .tests pre-a.Il~-pos-b shook to 

ten male patients. For question (b), twenty normal married men and 

women were given the Szondi_ test ten times. Five of the administra-

tions were within twelve hours of a sexual episode, and five were 

given with a time lapse of forty-eight hours or more since the last 

sexual episode. For control groups, Szondi tests were given to fifty 

men a.nd fifty women who ware "norma.ltt and.to fifty men ·and fifty 

women who were NP patients in mental wards {ma.jori ty diagnosed para• 

noid schizophrenic). He reports bis results a.s follows: 

"No significant differences were found (1) on comparing the 
distribution of the Szondi Paroxysmal factors before a.nd after 
shock; (2) between NP controls and NP experimental groups; 
(3) between sex: vector scores of pre-and-post orgasm tests; or 
(4) between normal controls and normal experimental groups. 
Conolusion: Szondi theory of deoreasein seleotion of specific 
vector cards with disoharga of tension in suoh areas is not 
substantiated." (p. 326•7). 

Holt (30), attempted a validation study of the Szondi test 

by giving one subject a series of tan Szondi tests. ea.oh 
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. . 
separated by a. ~eek. Two more Szondi tests were administered 

after a. period of three mont~s •. On the ocoa.sionof ea.oh Szondi 
' . 

testing the subject filled out a. revision of the Horn Repeated 

Questionnaire. Holt. oonoliided that the obtained correlations., 

on_ .the one·· hand, supported _ Deri' s statements• a.bout the meanings 

ofsome of the Szondi factors; on the other hand, he suggested 

modifications and additions to Dari's interpretive pr~nciples. 

In another study, Holt stated, that the -validity of the Szondi 

test rests. on the assumption that a.:person consciously or un-

consciously reacts to significant a.speots of each picture., related 

to the pathology present in the person photographed. He posed the 

question whether a person acquainted with kinds of pathology could 

recognize them from photographs. For this purpose he asked psy• 
. . ' . ' 

ohologists a.nd psychiatrists unfamiliar with the test to go through 

the Szondi pictures and to. tiia.gnose each of' the pictures, choosing 

a diagnosis from the eight represented in the Szondi categories. 

He found tha.-t the group as a.whole made oorreot judgments signi-

ficantly above chanoe expectancy. The manics and the homosexuals 

were_ diagnosed correctly mos-t often., and the ca.ta.tonics and epilep• 

tics least often. 

· Ra.bin ( 47), in a similar study., used the Szondi pictures as 

experimental material in the investigation of the ability of subjects 

to identify. psychiatric diagnoses of patients from their portraits. 

His subjects were undergraduates· who . had had psychology courses, and 

a group of experienced clinical psychologists. He concluded., 

10 



. . 

"The number ,'of pictures correctly_ identifi~d as :to diagnose·s • 
was significantly better than -~hance for· both groups~ · About one• 
half' of the forty-eight pictures was identified by' .large enough 

. percentages of students and psychologists that differed. signifi ... 
oantly above chance. With the exception of the homosexual · 
category1 the psychologists were consistently superior to the 
students in their .ability j;o identify the diagnoses from the • 

. ·pictures. Manics and homosexuals were most frequently identified 
correctly. Hysterics, .oatatonios and epileptics war~ most diffi• · 
cult to identify." , _(p. 395) · · · · · 

As a follow-up to this last study Rabin (48) had students 

make judgments at . the beginning of a course ill abnormal psychology · 

'·and . a~. the end of ,the . oe>_urse. : 1:Ie ·round signifioa'.nt differences ·. in 

· the correctness . o·f judgment and concluded, ttt~t .the Szondi pic'tures-

as. stimuli have some mea.ningn but that more .investigation is 

necessary. 

Klopfer (3~)". -investig~ted the ·problem ·_of the .properties of 

the pictures by _testing a group of college students to see if they 

consistently responded ta. ~he .stimulus pictures by ._- givingoertain 

associations which could be ~ons:idered ~s rel~_ted . to ,the · dynamics 

d~scribed by Deri. , Klopfer deveioped, w;i_"th the aid of experts, : a 

descriptive paragraph ,for ea.ohof the eight Szondi categories. He 

had students match each of the 'Szondi piotures with the descriptive 

-· paragraph that . best described the person pictured. · Part 'of the first . · 
i , ,~ ' . ' ' • 

group, of students gave __ ~ssooiations · to all .of 'the _-· szondi pictures. 
. ·- ' ' ·, __ · . ' ' ·-

The associations were _classified into the eight Szondi categories 

by a. group of three judges, familiar with the Szond.i test~ who first 

classified the a.~socia.tions independently and then, afte~ discus• : , 

sion/ reached a group decision. · From his results Klopfer conolude,d, . 
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"It seems evident from.the results of this -study that the 
Szondi test is., at present, . in a rather ambiguous si tua.tion. The 
assumptions ma.de concerning the. stimulus pictures are correct to a.n 
extent whioh would make one very> loath to di sea.rd the present test 
pictures. On the other ha.nd, the associative valences of the 
pictures, although present in forty-four of the pictures, agree 
with Szondi' s designations only 50% of the time. Furthermore •• 
• • many of the pictures to which an associative label ha.s been 
assigned on the basis of the present studies do not consistently_ 
produce such associations. among subjects. This would certainly 
imply that the test in its present fe>rm lacks sufficient validity 
to be used routinely in clinical practice. The idiosyncratic . · 
a.ssooie.tions produced by schizophrenics reflect on the use of the 
test in its present form among hospitalized pat~ents.tt 

Deri (17), recently published a study about which she said, 

"The results of.this one study, paradoxical as itma.y seem, 
furnish more convincing answers ·to a few ·general .questions about 
the test-;,.ma.inly regard.ing .its validity. and reliabili ty--tha.n 
would e:ny detailed description of the theory underlying this pro-
jective method and the praetioe of interpretation. One may make 
this assertion with some conviction., for this is the first sys-
tema.tio study to be. carried out in this 09untry., it utilizes widely 
employed statistical methods for the treatment of · the d_ata., such · 
as the significances of.differences and the establishment of 
reliability by test-retest methods, andit is a good exa.mple of 
how the Szondi test ma.ybeused in clinical psychological research.n 
(p. 299). . 

She gave Szondi tests pre-and-post electric shock to nineteen 

patients whose. pre-shook symptoms werei depressed mood, guilt 

feelings, and self-e.ocusation. Two control groups were given Szondi 

tests at approximately the salne. times. One group consisted of ten 

hospitalizedpatientsJ another of ten "normals". 

Deri's original "hunchtt - " ••• that the artificial seizures 

serve to release the depressed patients accumulated introverted 

aggression" (p. 304) # was based on clinical experience· and. psycho-

analytic theory. In.terms of the·Szondi rationale, Deri predicted 

that the most signifioe.nt changes aft.er shook treatment should be in 
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the us" factor. Also, 

11The 's' factor was expected to .show a strong negative ten-
dency .before shook., and a change towards the plus direction after 

· shook treatment was finished. Change toward 'plus' includes the 
change of' beoondng simply less negative or closer to 'open' reao-
tion.u (p. -306). 

The results of the study showed that there was greatest change 

in the 's' faotor, as predioted. There was no direct demonstration 

of how many of the subjeots _had originally strong minus 's' which 

oha.nged in a plus direction., or how many subjects did not. How• 

ever, by algebraically- _adding and averaging the choices., the 's' 
colunm is shovm to have moved from minus to plus for the group as 

a whole. 

· In her discussion of the results., Dari states, 

"The specific. oha.nges ooourring in the experimental group 
after shook proved more than• just the general fact that the choices 
are not due to cha.nee, and that groups ·or subjects varying in their 
degree of emotional stability react to it differently. These 
changes asserted the validity of the more specific theory in regard 
to the principles involved in reacting to the pictures in the 
testing situation as• stated above in conneotioriwiththe general 
description of the test. On the basis of this theory the greatest 
qualitative changes ooourring in the 's' factor after shook were 
predicted. Actually the 's' factor turned out to be the most 
changing one so far as changes in direction a.re oonoerned. The 
theoretical reasons for having expected the changes in the 's' 
column have _been described previously.11 (p. 318). 

Dari then uses the results of this research to support her 

theory of what happens, psyohodynamioa.lly, to a psychotic depressive 

patient who receives shock treatment. 

In attempting to evaluate the foregoing studies ~f the validity 

of the Szondi test from an objective point of view, one must be a.ware 
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of the methodological limitations in dealing with clinical psycho-

logical material. It vvould not be difficult to destroy almost all 

clinical psychological studies with the. objection that they are not 

crucial studies and do not prove their points oonclusively. _ How• 

_ever, many of the studies have inadequacies which are important to 

keep in mind in evaluating their results. Paine's stud'y (44L for 

example~ used behavioral changes as a criterion. There is real 

doubt whether Deri, or any other Szondi expert, would expect beha-

vioral changes concomitantly with test changes. His essentially 

negative results, therefore, do not necessarily speak badly for the 

Szondi test. 

In Fosberg 1 s study (18), one must question whether he was 

justified in assuming the existe~ce of tension in his subjects, 

pre-shock and pre-intercourse. Certainly the pre-shock patient 

cannot be compared to the pre-seizure epileptic in terms of inner 

tension. As to the pre-and-post intercourse tests on married 

people~ one must wonder how much the need f'or intercourse organizes 

and influences the ordinary married man. Tension unquestionably 

would be present at the foreplay period and there would be release 

after orgasm. · But Fosberg tested his subjects twelve hours and 

forty-eight hours after the last sexual episode. · The conclusions 

from this study must .be carefully evaluated. Holt's more general 

study (30), although nicely demonstrating some important 

methodological principles, is not well enough organized to con-

tribute either positively or negatively to the question of the 
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validity of the Szondi test. His criterion measure, the Horn Repeat-

ed Questionnaire, is itself, admittedly, of doubtful validity. 

Klopfer's study (33), clearly points up the danger of generaliz-

ing from the oonolusions of Szondi and of Dari. His eonolusions, as 

he recognizes, suffer from a ha.ndioa.p in that his population wa.s a.n 

extremely homogeneous one (composed of University of California. stu-

dents), and he grants that eaution must be exercised in generalizing 

from his findings for other groups. Nevertheless, of all the studies, 

it appears that Klopfer' s raises. the most legitimate doubts a.bout the 

validity of the Szondi test. 

Deri's study (17)., is not the model for research that she olaims 

it to be. Her major error seems to be the. usa of inadequate results 

to support a rather general and all-inolusive theory. 'While she does 

predict the major changes in the 's' factor, - and this is enoourag• 

ing, - she then finds it necessary to group her data a.nd interpret 

the results of the group as she would an individual pattern. 

Schafer's discussion on this point is appropriate: 
11The majority of publications of test research takes for granted 

that traditional statistioal techniques are adequate for the gathered 
test data. The teohniques referred to center around establishing the 
signifioa.noe or the difference between single soore-avera.ges (t-test) 
and the significance of the difference between single soore-distribu-. 
tions (chi-square test). In both inata.noes the single score is 
treated as. the fundamental unit of the test results. Thus, there are 
many published studies comparing the average incidence of ea.oh of the 
Rorschach test scores in two or more groups •. Significant differences 
between averages a.re then held to indicate significant a.nd speoifio 
personality differences between the members of the groups involved. 
This procedure ~herefore implicitly assumes that a. score retains the 
same significance regardless of the context in whioh. it ooours. 
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Methodological confusion is further inoreased when the researcher 
tries to compensate for his initial disregard of individual soore-
pattern by interpreting the pattern of obtained averages. Thus the 
Rorschach test scores of a group may be averaged and the table of 
averages then interpreted as if it represented the individual soores 
of the 'typical' group member. Furthermore, how is one to establish 
the specific shading of meaning of a group average if not by the 
circular method of borrowing from current clinical theory about the 
personalities of members of the group? The faulty logio ~f this 
approach is so striking that it is difficult to see how it can be 
implicit in so me.ny publioe.tions .. 1" (56., P• 331) 

Another group of studies., the results of which bear less: 

directly on validity, are concerned with the necessary assump-

tion that the pictures within each group are of equal "stimulus 

value." It should follow from such a.ri assumption that there would 

be no popular choioea, and that cultural and sex differences do 

not influence the choices of the testee. 

There seems to be little doubt among Szondi workers that 

certain pictures are more popular than others. Harrower., for 

example., showed that there were "virtually identical" choices 

in spite of differences in type of presentation of the test 

(group or individual), or the .. illness or. normalcy of .the testees. 

Gardner compared the choices of a group of doctors. interested in 

psychiatry with those of hospitalized patients .and found rank 

difference correlations ranging from.83.to .ea. Borstelm.a.n, with 

Klopfer (33)., decided that in order to control the faotor of 

popularity it was necessary to regroup the pictures in presenting 

them to a subject. David (9), Rabin and Ka.ssiff (46)., and, at one 

point., Dari (16)., all note the presence of popular ohoioes. 

Spitz (61)., gave a series of ten Szondi tests to 110 children 
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five to seven years old. She reported that the children were easy 

to test and liked the photographs except that the people with beards 

nwere nearly always disliked." 

Ga.rdiner4 reports cases where the patients chose all the women 

as ttdislikes", some of whom verbalized this as the reason for their 

choices. 

The results reported above throw.serious doubt on the validity 

·or the princ'iples of interpretation suggested by Dari.· It would 

seem to be necessary that the psychopa.thological dynamics of the 

persons pictured be communicated in some way to .. the· testee and be 

the sole be.sis for his ohoioes. 

Still another group of studies attempts to'~ompare Szondi da.ta 

with case history data. In some cases Rorschach information vras added. 

In her book (14), and in an article (15),.Deri. offers e. number of Szondi 

interpretations with collateral clinical information. These samples 

are·expressedly selected to make a point. Cala.bresi (5), presents three 

cases for the purpose of illustrating the use of the Szondi test in the 

description of personality. Rapaport (49), approached this problem 

in a some,vha.t more controlled manner by presenting a "routinen test 

report, prepared without any knowledge on the part of the examiner 0£ the 

psychiatric history of the patient1 and a brief clinical summary supplied· 

by the patient's analyst. A 11blindn analysis of a Szondi record was 

done by Dari (16), and presented with 11blind" analyses of many other 

experts using other projective techniques. In none of these more 

ttolinioal 11 studies was there any attempt to systematically compare 

4 Personal communication~ 1950 
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the descriptions from the different sources. 

In:liglit of the above review it seems safe to conclude that 

the validity oi.' the Szondi test has not, as yet, been adequately 

demonstrated. · Ac~ue.lly there is no one systematic study which 

ce.n report unqualified support for the validity of any of·the 

interpretive principles set down in the literature. On the 

contrary, the results of some of the researches seem to point 

toward the lack' of validity. Yet, many competent clinical pgy-

chologists, who have·used and have done research with. the·Szondi 

test, express confidence that the testttworks" inpractioe. 

These clinicians include, Harrower (26), Guertin (24), Rape.port (49), 

and Dari (17). - It seems clear that there is a strong feeling· that 

the test "works" and that the .test is useful. 

The absence of systematically adequate validity studies 

coupled with the conviction that the test works and is clinically 

useful is as true of the Rorschach as it is of the Szondi test. 

Concern over the inadequacy of the _methods for demonstrating the 

validity of projective tests has been expressed in much recent 

literature, and some writers, particularly Mensch (42), Cronbach 

(7, 8), and Zubin, (75, .76, 77), have reviewed the methodological 

problems at length. It is conceivable in the case of the Szondi 

test, and taken for granted by many in the case of the Rorschach 

teat, that the relative failure of the attempts at validating may 

well be due·to methodological inadequacies rather than to. the 

invalidity of the tests themselves. 
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The purpose of the present 'study is to attempt to approach 

the validity of the Szondi test with a relatively new method whioh 

promises the solution of some of the important methodological 

problems which have confronted the _ olinioa.l psychologist in his 

research efforts. 

In the attempt to evaluate th~ validity of-the Szondi test 

this study proposes to investigate the following questions: 

l. How· do inferences about personality made on the basis 

of Szondi test results compare with inferences based upon sources; 

of olinioal judgment recognized generally as the t•most useful" in 

the field., e.g • ., a battery of psyohologioal tests, a:nd clinical 

psychiatric knowledge? 

2·. Are inferences ma.de on the basis of_ Szondi test results 

by different qualified and experienced psychologists adequately 

in agreement? 

3:. Are inferences ma.de on the basis of Szondi test results 

relatively more effective with regard to some areas of personality 

structure or function than others? 

4. Is it possible to draw more precise inferences about 

. certain areas of personality struoture or .functioning on the basis 

of Szondi test results than on the basis of another single, more 

established, projective test? 
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CHAPTER rr · 
:METHOD AND PROCEDURE 

The questions with which this study is oonoerned require 

particular oharaoteristios of the method used. The method must be 

designed to deal with qualitative data since all our data will be 

11inferenoes about persona.li ty'' rather than qua.nti ties., i.e., so ores. 

It must allow for the comparison of one set of inf'erenoes with 

another • . It must allow for
1

the investigation of various aspeots 'of 

personality struoture and functioning, permitting these aspects to 

be viewed in the context of the total personality. And, of course., 

it must be capable of allowing all these with an acceptable degree 

of soientific rigor. These requirements are not easily satisfied, 

and all have been problems of major proportion for clinical psy-

ohologioal research. 

The basic method used in the presE3nt study is the "Q"-te~h- · · 

nique., developed by William Stephenson (62, 63) • . The Gl~teohnique 

appears to fulfill to a large extent the requirements of method 

stemming from our problem. Unlike the usual type of analysis where 

traits or tests are correlated, it allows one to correlate quali-

tative descriptions of persons. One can analyze personality traits 

viewing ea.oh trait in the context of the total personality. 

· Stephenson says., 

"Relativity of parts is involved., a.nd not a butoherlike pre-
occupation with overall sizes as .such. It is this matter of inter• 
nal relationships that Q-tecbnique represents in a. systematic manner. 
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It does so by defining universes of observable oharaoteristios, the 
signifieanoe of whose parts, relative to one a.nother, .ma.kes it pos-
sible to describe personality, or aspects of it •• •" (67., .p. 27) 

To use the Q-teohnique a "trait-universe" must first be 

defined. "Trait-universes oon~ist of innumer~ble 'units of 

beha.vior' 11 , or., one might say, a definite ·group of statements 

used to describe people. A trait-sample is then randomly drawn 

from the trait-universe and this sample is used to describe the 

people to be studied. The trait-universe is, sta.t~stioa.lly 

speaking., the population. Stephenson states, · 

· "Any personality can then be represented in terms of the 
sample, by giving high scores for traits which characterize it., 
a.nd low for those which do not do so. If we assume that, for such 
a random sample, the mean score for the sample of traits will not 
differ muoh from personality to personality, and tba.t the scores 
gi van to the large se.mple of ·traits will tend to be normally dis- · 
tributed, the conditions at once exist for the reduction of data 
to standard scores., and for applications of the product-moment 
correlation ooeffioie11t. •• (66, P• 215) 

Two trait-universes were defined for the present studya 

First, one trait-universe was defined as all the statements de-

scriptive of people made by Susan Deri in her book, "Introduction to 

the Szondi Test. 11 More speoifioa.lly, the experimenter extracted 

from Dari's discussion of the various factors and combinations of 

.factors all statements whioh could be considered, on any level of 

abstraotion, descriptive of personality •. The wording of some of 

the statements wa.s changed in order to olarif'y them and to. correct 

those which were taken out of context. At all times the effort to 

retain Dari's exao-li meaning was :maintained. After duplications were 

eliminated, the remainder of the statements were used as the Szondi 
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tra.it-universe.l The choice of the Deri book as a source for tho 

first trait-universe allowed us to limit the study to those 

tttra.its11 of personality a.bout which it is claimed the Szondi test 

oe.n oontributa,pertinentinforms.tion. 

The second trait universe was defined as all the statements 

desoriptive of people ma.de by'Roy Schafer, in'interpreting 

Rorschach tests, in his book, nThe Clinioa.l Application of Psycho-

logical Testsn. (55) This Rorsoha.oh tra.it-universe2 was developed 

in the same way as the Szondi trait-universe.. A Rorsoha.oh trait-

universe was felt to be necessary in order.to compare the infer-

ences from the Szondi e..nd Rorsoha.oh tests. One of the basio 

questions raised in this study concerns the comparison of the 

Szondi with another test and the Rorsoha.ch was oho sen as the test 

most similar in purpose. The choice of the Schafer book as a 

souroe of the Rorsoha.oh trait-universe stems., in pa.rt, from the 

background of the olinioie.ns who were chosen to use the Rorsoha.oh 

as their basic data. All those psychologists were trained., or 

have work~d for a long period at Winter Veterans Administration 

Hospital. Schafer, too, oomes out of the Winter Hospital-Menninger 

Foundation environment. 

A sample of seventy-six statements was drawn at random from 

eaoh trait-universe and both trait-samples were used by all 

olinioiana in desoribing ea.oh patient.3 Stephenson says. 

l Hereafter referred to as s.T.u. 
2 Hereafter referred to as R.T.U. 
3 The ctrait-samples are in Appendix A. The items of the S.T.U. 

were numbered l through 76; those of the R.T.U., 101 through 176~ 
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.. _ _ ft• • .where the distributions -a.re_ e.coepta.bly 'norma.l. I f'ol- · 
, . low the practice of requir;n·g all assessments to . conform. to 'one 

frequency distribution, the · standard deviation of whic.h is ;'ixed 
by the size of the. sample of traits, so that the means and sta.n•· 

. de.rd deviations a.re the same, -· r~speotively, in all the person-
·• alities under -examination." (67, P• 30) · · · · 

:. In :th(;) present· study.the raters -were asked to sort each· 

sample of seventy~six statements into eight groups, and the 
, . . ·.' ·. . · • 

judgments were weighted so as -to normalize •·each · distribut·ion and 

. ·. to equate · the ,m~ans and _standard deviations' of each of the ,sta• 
. . . . 

ti stical •· · pers'?:µ~lity ·descriptions. 4 

The raters were four groups of experienced clinicians, and 
. , .': ·: _.• : ,::· . . · . ·.-' ' _ 

ea.oh group us~d ·a different -.~ource of information ~bout the per• 

· . sons whom· they described. Group l was Ina.de ' up of f'ou_r Szondi , . 

. experts. Since the Szondi is-the_ point of _the study snd a · 

relatively new .test, it was felt to be imp~rtant 'tha.tthe Szondi 

data. be interpreted by people who a.re gene'.!:ally recognized .,as , 

experienced and skilled wi th.·the test~ The four experts were 

asked· to . describe by··· the Q•sort _method each of the four patients 

used in the st~dy. The •information from. ·which they were to . gain 
. ' ' . . . 

their knowledge of the patient wa.s a series of ten Szondi psycho-

·:-grams and th-~. age _and . sex··of ·the patient • . 

In order .to evaluate the usefulness. of the Szondi test as a 

olinioa.l tool it was felt necessary to compare the descriptions of 

personality made on the be.sis of Szondi . test ·results with descrip• : 

. tions of' personality which are considered ·to be the mo'st us~ful 

. descriptions -of personality we have·. The next two groups were 

4 The instructions given the raters are in Appendix B. 
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, , , 

. . . 

chosen asthese . 11criterion" groups. 2 was composed of ·. 

psychiatrists who had known the patient -. through .- a ·•• group oontr·ol . 

for a. period of six months.5 . Each · of ; the fo~r· patients was , 

described· by a different group of psychia.~rists. · Two of the ·· 

. groups _were in their second year of . training and two.·•in .their 
•. '· .. ' ' ,• ' ·: . ·.·· ' . 

third 1 and ·· last • . year of training • . · For· ea.ch patient all the mem• 
' ' 

bers of _the group control~ inoluding_the therapist -and the leaders, 

made descripti()ns. · All of '"the leaders have had psychoanalytic 
• ' ' • , ' I 

·. t~a.ining and two of thent are training analysts. · 

The other criterion group, group 3, was ms.~e up of experienced 

psychologists who made their desoriptio:nion .th_e_ basis of the 

... results of a battery of tests:~. including the Rorschach, Thematic . 

Apperception, Wechsler-Bellevue, and Word Association tests. A 

total of nine psychologists partioipated in /the research, seven 
' . 

of whom described \_two patients and two· of whom described one. Of 
, ' . -· . ' ' . ; , ' 

the nine psychologis~s there were three members of the Menninger 

Foundation . psychology staff~: :three meniber·s or the Winter Hospital 

,psychology staff,· and three fourth· year trainees of the Veterans 

Administration train~ng progr~ in psychology 'o~ Kansas University-

Winter Ho·spita.1.· All of the psyc.hologists had· extensive training 

6 Group . controls are part of the adva.nceo training for psychiatrists 
·_ of the Henninger Foundation Sohool for Psyohia.try • _ In group con-
trols a psychiatrist presents notes of his thera.peutio hours with 
a patient and the notes a.re discussed weekly with a group of the 

:-therapist's peers and a more experienced psyohia.trist 'Who is the 
leader. · · · · 
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and experience with the tests used in the battery. 

Group 4 was the same people as group 3. Their descriptions, 

however, were ma.de on the basis of a Rorsohaoh test alone. The psycho-

logists ~ing up group 3 and 4 were given the battery of tests with 

the Rorschach test separated and were instructed to first describe the 
. . ' 

patient on the basis of the Rorschach test alone and then on the basis 

of the Rorschach plus the rest of the test ~a.ttery. The use of the 
. . 

Rorsoha.ohtest a.lon~ was for the purpose of having a single test with 

which to compare t.he ratings of. the Szondi judges as well as to compare 

_the different· areas of persona.li ty best understood through the use of 

the two different tools. 

The patients used in the study were four patients at Winter V.A. 

Hospital who were receiving intensive individual psychotherapy and 

whose therapy was being discussed arid directed by group controls. The 

basis for choosing the patients was two-f'old: first, that the patient 

should be known by many·p~ohiatrists, and, second, tl_la.t the patient 

should be available for testing. The four patients were Miss W.L., 

31 years old; Mr. T.P.- .. 33 years __ old; Mrs.· M.V.,· 24 _yea.rs old,; a.nd 

Mr. R.W., 33 years old. 

All the tests were administered by the writer.6 The Szondi 

tests were administered in a.ooordance with instructions given by 

Dari. For eaoh patient Szondis were given on ten suooessive week 

days; 'the rest of.the test battery was administered at the same 

time. The Rorsoha.ch, Thematic Apperception, Wechsler-Bellevue, 

6 A fourth year trainee in the Kansas University-Winter V.A. Hospital 
olinioal psyohology training program. 
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a.nd Word Association tests were administered and scored as suggested 

by Rapaport. There was no attempt at any particular standardization 

of the test situation. For one of the patients., Mrs. M. v • ., a request 

for testing had been made by her therapist and she was tested in line 

with this request. The other three patients ware asked by their 

therapists if they would mind participating in some research. It is 

the examiner's evaluation that all the patients were strongly in-

volved with the testing. 

In this study., many different clinicians using a common set of 

concepts described patients., and their descriptions were to be oom-

pared. It seemed important that the question be raised as to 

whether these olinioia.ns all had an adequately similar understanding 

of the statements., i.e., all meant the same thing when they used 

the same statements. Grayson and Tolman (23) in their recant study 

of psychological oonoepts used clinically, state, ttThe most 

striking finding is the looseness and ambiguity of the definitions 

of. these terms. 11 They add that 11the semantic confusion is a 

product of the vagueness of our present grasp or deep psychological 

meanings., a vagueness. shared a.like by psychiatrists., psychologists 

and authoritative sources." (p. 229) 

It should be recognized that., in our present state of know• 

ledge., there can probably be no absolute agreement on the meaning 

of dynarnio psyohologioal terms. Grayson and Tolman. do suggest~ 

however., that the vagueness did not seem likely to result in 
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oonfliot between the psychiatrist and psychologist. This may 
. . . ' 

indicate that .in spite of the vagueness there is a general agree-

ment about the meaning of psyohologioal terms. In addit~on, all 

exoept the Szondi judges· 'are part of ·the Menninger Foundation-

Winter Hospital milieu and have an essentially psyohoanalytio 

orientation. Seoond, Dari and Schafer both.have a basic psycho-

analytic a.pproaoh and all the Szondi raters know and use Dari's 

formulations in dealing with the Szondi test. Third, some 

training of the new raters was attempted; all the olinioians, 

with the exception of the Szondi raters and the leaders of the 

group oontrols., were sttra.ined11 in the following way. The first 

time the experimenter saw the raters he gave them a. list of all 

the statements in the two tra.it .. aamples, i.e., all the statements 

they would use in describing tije patients. The raters were.asked 

to read the statements and to mark any that had no meaning for 

them., or that they could not use or uempha.thizett with. At a 

second meeting the experimenter disoussecl with the rater all of 

the statements the rater had. questioned until the rater was 

satisfied that he could use the statement meaningfully. At 

this seoond meeting, too, the :material and instructions for the 

description of the patients were distributed. An instruction -

sheet was left with the rater for his reference. · It was felt 

that the ba.sio similarity in orientation plus the training 

.would bring a.bout a.n adequate agreement a.s to_the meaning of 

the statements. 
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To sum up the experimental design of the study: the trait-

sample is the population; the judges are the variables; and ea.oh 

patient is a different experiment. Since all the raters used 

both the trait-samples, there were a total of eight experiments, 

ea.oh having a population of 7.6 and at least 16 variables. 
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CH.APTER .III 

RESULTS · 

Q-technique personality descriptions comprised all of the 

·ba.sio data. of these. experiments. · These data. were analyzed in · two 

,ways: · oorrelational a.nalysi"s; ·and itemi or tttrait11 analysis. 

· It was expeoted that the correlation· analysis would throw light 
' ' 

upon questions l azi~ . 2, n~ely, the. comparison between t~e Szondi . 
. - _ . - . ',, . 

and th.a criteria., ·~d the reliability of interpretation of the 

·szondi .teat. The: resul_ts of the · i tam ·a.na.~ysis war~ to _ reflect 

upon questions 3 ·and 41 the areas of personality for which 

the judgments made ~n the basis of the Szondi results were closely 

and distantly related to .theoriteria judgments, and the 

comparison (in terms of areas of personality) ' or the Szondi and 

Rorsohaoh . tests. The correlati.onal analysis would provide 

·quantita.tive -· results ·while the · item ·· analysis was to add . quali-

· tative material. 

_ Cor1--elation Analysis: 

·Eightoorrelationmatrices were obtained~ there being two 

trait universes used for the description of. ea~h of the four 

patients. · . Ea.oh matrix was made up of the product-moment .·· 

interoorrelations between all the raters for eaoh ,ofthe eight 

. pat~ent-trait universe units • . In Appendi~ c, these ma.trices 

·are presented in Tables 8 to 15, ·with the merois of eaoh of the 

, experimental groups . of ea.oh ·matrix in Tables 16 to 23. Table 1. 

(p. 30) presents these means in summary form. For example, - the 
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TABLE 1 

Iv!ean interoorrelations between rater grOU).2S 
Correlated Patient Overall 

Groups W.L. · T.P. M.v. R.W. Mea:ri. · 

s · R s R s R s R s R 

Szondi-
Clinical 14 25 09 13 09 11 08 12 10 15 

Rorschach- · 
. Clinical 01 07 35 29 21 25 07 14 16 19 

Szondi-
Battery 05 13 25 33 17 12 10 20 14 20 

Szondi-
Szondi 28 27 24 40 33 26 25 38 28 33 

Rorschach-
Rorschach 03 31 3119 26 34 30 34 22 30 

· Battery-
Battery 22 23 47 43 38 44 30 33 34 36 

Clinical-
Clinical 42 44 45 46 46 51 36 33 42 44 

Battery-
Clinical 15 20 32 31 38 31 23 24 27 25 

Rorschach-
Szondi 06 11 07 12 19 18 02 22 09 16 

· 1. Sis Szondi trait universe; R is Rorschach trait universe. 

Note: The decimal point has ·been omitted in front of all the 
figures, all figures being hundredths. 
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means of the interoorrels.tio~s· between the Szondf and Clinioa.l 

raters using the s. T •. u. to ,d_escribe pa.ti,.ent W• h• is .14. 
' , . ' \ 

Table l shows the.t·· the overall mean intercorrele.tions 

between the Szondi ~udge~ _ and the Clinical · judges are_ .10 and ·_ 

.15 for the two trait universes; the Szondi-Ba.ttery overall mea.n 

interoorrela.tions are .14 and .20 In and of themselves. these 

ve.lidi ty ooeffioients appear to be too l _ow to give support to 

the claimed validity of the Szondi test. However, the overall 

mean intercorrelations between the Rorsohaoh and Clinical groups · 

a.re .16 and .19. whioh is strikingly similar to the Szondi 

correlations with the same oriteria..2 

For the individual experiments, the Szondi-Clinica.1 inter-

correlations for ·both trait universes were signifioa.ntly higher 

than the Rorschaoh-Clinioa.l interoorrelations for patient w. L.; 

. while the opposite was _true for patients T. P. and M. V.J there 

was no significant difference between the Szondi-Cliniea.l and 

Rorsoha.ch-Clinica.l intercorrelations for patient R. W.3 

2 The Rorsohaoh-Ba.ttery correlations could not be used for com-
parative purposes sinoe the Rorsoha.oh was part of the battery., 
and the same raters judged from the battery a.s did -from the 
Rorsoha.oh a.lone., thus confounding the oorrela.tions. · These 
correlations a.re reported, however., . in Appendix C., Tables 8 to 
23. 

3 Significance of difference was tasted by using formula 9 in 
Lindquist (37., P• 51). treating the z-tra.nsforma.tions as 
scores. All .significant differences reported a.re at the 1% 
level of oonfidenoe. · 
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.The reliability of interpretation of the Szondi test is 
' · , .· . . - . 

represented .by the interoorrela.tions between the Szondi raters 

themselves. The overall mea.nsof these intercorrela.tions a.re 
' ', 

.28 and .33. · .The .reliability · coef.f'ioients for :the Rorso~a.ch test 

were · • 22 e.nd • 30, · not very different from the S zondi test . 

reliability ooeffioients'.4 

Item Ana.lysis1 · 

The individual traits were analyzed in the following 

manner: for each trait-pat.ient unit the mean of the judgments 

of each re.ting group., i.e • ., the Szondi, Rorsohaoh, Battery., and 

Clinical rating groups, was obtained.5 For example., for patient 

W.L • . trait 1 was. given weights (~rom 1 to 8 in terms of its 

salience) by the four rater groups and the mean of ea.oh group's 

ratings was determined. · Therefore., for ea.oh trait-patient unit 

there were four means, one for each rater group. These group 

means .were used for all a.speots of the item analysis. 

To approach question 3, which oonoerns the relationship 

between the Szondi ratings and theoriteriain terms of parti-

cular areas of' personality, the trait mean re.tings of the Szondi 

4 ·. It should be noted that the trait universes do not system-
atically influence the .results. It had been expeotad that the 
s.T.U. would favor the judgments from the Szondi test aJ?.dthe 
R.T.U. the judgments from the Rorsohach test. Actually, .the 
R.T.U. produced, in general., higher cor·rela.tions for all' 
rating groups. 

5 I.B.M. machines and service were used to obtain these means. 
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judges were compared with the trait mean ratings of the two 

criterion groups., the Clinical and Battery judges. The dif-

ferences between the Szondi mean ratings and the Clinical mean 

ratings were obtained for each trait for each of the four 
' . ' . 

patients. The four. differences for each item··were sunmied and 
the sums of the differences ranked. The same procedure was used 

., . ·' . 

for the comparison of the Szondi and Battery.· group ratings. · 

· Those nineteen items which . had the smallest difference sum were 

consi.dered as having closely related judgments, whereas those 

nineteen items with the greatest difference sum were distantly 

related.6 Tables 2 and 3 (pp. 34-36) list the items for which 

the Szondi group agreed with both of the criterion groups. The 

less significant results of this analysis are shown in Appendix 

D, Tables 24 to 26. 

On inspection of Tables 2 and 3, there appeared to be dis-

similarity in terms of two general psychological realms repre-

sented in the two tables. These areas of psychological 

commonality were identified as Impulse Discharge-Aggression., 

and Subjective Feelings. The procedure for the further analysis 

of these data. was as follows: the experimenter and two members 

of the Winter Hospital staff abstracted from the total trait 

universe all the traits that, in their judgment, belonged in the 

psychological realms named above. Any trait that was inoluded 

6 Nineteen items are 25% of the total of seventy-six items in 
each trait universe. Thus the top and the bottom quartiles 
were used as points of differentiation. 
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TABLE 2 

. Items· on· which the· mean· Szondf group re.tings were closely 
related to .· the mean ratings of both criterion 

.' . . .' ------ ' . . 

l. He has feelings of .helplessness. 
. ' ... ' ' ,• •- .• --.... ·-" -~ :' ·' _. -~ . ~. . 

26. He ·aotiirely·rebeis against the ttrigid resistanoe" -of the 
environment. 

- . . . . . . 

32. His level o:!' aspiration is higher than. his level .of 
aohievement. 

49. He is guilty and over-critical of himself. 

55. He is both physi~a.lly and ·p~y~hi~ally ·restless.·. 

72. · He has a tendency toward rivalry~ 

76. He .. is anxious with the fear ·that' he will lose .his material 
possessions. 

· 10s • ., He is a.pathetic in his ·object relations. 

111.. ,He .·:he:~ .~ fe~lin~ of separation from the. world • . 

. 121. H,f has a paranoid : anticipation ·that o'thers will unjusti• 
fia.bly· question his sinoeri i;y , and that he must therefore · 
p:r~ye, the!Tl ~on~ .. E+.t °.no~! 

126. Whein "his i:mpulsi~eriess :does ·· appear, he is qufok to defend 
himself but ~~~~}·~a.r~ful not to get in deeper. 

' 141. He ~~5.r~ses projeotiy~ meoh~sms. 
. . ' ·- . . 

160. H~ h~s .~ee_lin~~ o{ ~na.de9-W1cy. 

161. -Re has a basically terrified reaction to the world. 
. . "" .... 

170. He· .. ·su:f'fers from a ·persisting a.rixi'c:,ty ·state ·of the dull~ 
opressive., restl~ss., v~~ue~rune~sy variety. 

176. He has ·feelings of worthlessness. ·· 
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TABLE 3 . 

Items on whioh the mean Szondi group re..tings were distantly 
related to the mean re.tings of ~ -criterion groups. 

5. He has .doubts--perhaps even consoious--about his sexual 
identification. 

6. He actively, even aggressively., goes after .the.things 
he wants. 

a. He is passive . ., even flfeminine 11 ., in his relation with 
love objects. 

13. His aggressions are turned against himself· • . (mas·oohistio . 
tendenoies) (depressive tendencies) 

19. He is a rigid person in e.n over-eontrol~ed wa.y. 

21. He is an immature . person. 

24. He likes to help people., though one gets a feeling of 
hidden aggression (reaction formation). 

37 • He tends to be somevma.t exhibitionistio--he likes to trplay 
a rolett. 

39. He has qualities of a moral masochist. 

4.3. He has a. low frustration tolerance. : 

73:. He is pe..ssive and submissive in interpersonal relation-
ships. (feminine identification) 

103. He does things the easy way. 

109. He directs his aggressiveness age.inst himself• i 

110. He denies aggression. 

119. He is moralistic. 

·12a. He has a weak oapaoity for thoughtful delay of impulses. 

143. He is overcautious in his object relations. 
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TABLE 3 (Cont!d) . 
' ·. . -

145~ Re .makes .rigid; compulsive ~f'fort~ to· remain on ·e.n abstract, 
·all-inclusive level of .thinking. 

• • ' i • 

148. Selr:.·expressive responses are . a.rid pushed : into 
the background in emotion~ttY disturbing situations. 

' ·- ·,· ' .' . ·•, 

152. Tliere ···is rio ·basic . impairment· of· reality testing' .but · ~-
ori tioal restraint _is no:c appliecl extensively enough. 

' "i . ,. . • - ·, ... ~--" ',' ' • •· . "' , . ' 

164. He is a. self-assertive · person • . 
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by two or three of the judges was said to be part of the realm. for 

the purposes of additional analysis.? The Szondi mean ratings 

were closely related to the mean ratings of one or both of the 

criterion rater groups on 13.5% of the thirty-seven Impulse Dis-

charge-Aggression items, and were distantly related on•64.9%; 

there was an equivocalrelati~nship ori the remaining 21.6% of the 

items. For the twenty-four Subjective Feeling items, the Szondi 

ratings were closely related to the criterion ratings on 70.9%, 

were distantly related on 8.3%, and had an equivocal relationship 

on the remaining 20.8%.B These relationships, with other results, 

are summarized in Tables 6 and 7 (pp. 46-48). 

In attempting to answer question 4., theoomparison of the 

Szondi and Rorsohaoh tests, two forms. of .. analysis were used. 

First, the mean Rorsohaoh trait ratings were compared with the 

psyohiatri sts ratings by the same method as that used in the 

Szondi-Clinioal comparison. The results of this analysis 

(items on which the Rorschach ratings ware closely and distantly 

related to the Clinicians ratings) are listed in Tables 4 and 5 

(pp. 38-41). These listings were inspected but no striking 

7 The i tams included in psychological realm. labeled ii Impulse 
Discharge-Aggression" ware: 4, 6, 13, 19, 20, 24, 26, 27, 
30, 34., 37, 39, 43, 46., 53, 54, 60, 67, 70, 72, 108, 109, 
110, 112, 113, 114, 119, 126,128,138, 148, 149, 163, 164, 
166, 173, 174. In the psychological realm labeled "Subjective 
Feelings•• were itel'.l,ls l., 12, 17., 23, 29, 34, 35., 36, 49, 50, 
62, 74, 76,104,111, 118, 120, 134, 136., 160, 170, 172, 176. 

8 Use of the Chi Square technique demonstrated that both these 
distributions are significantly different from normal expectancy. 
and signifioa.ntly different from each other, at less than the 
.01 level. · 
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TABLE 4 

Items on which the mean Rorsohaoh group ratings were closely 
related to the mean ratings of the Clinioal raters. 

21. He is an immature person. 

22. He resists change. 

29. He does not display or aot out his emotions but rather 
feels them as an i:nner, subjective experience. 

32. His level of aspiration is higher than his level of 
achievement. 

37. He tends to be somev£ha.t exhibitionistio--he likes to' 
"play a role". 

38. His constant showing of£ is too obvious and tinged with 
anxiety. 

40. He is hypoohondriaoal (in the popular sense). 

43. He ha.s a low frustration tolerance. 

49. He is guilty and overcritical of himself. 

51. He constantly has his need for passive recipiency of love 
gratified. 

55. He is both pcysioally and psychically restless. 

57. He accepts his passive and submissive needs. 

58. He is extremely sensitive in his reactions to even slight 
environmental cues. 

69. He is adolesoent•like. 

61. He likes physical activity. 

69. At times he recognizes and at times he denies his passive 
needs. 

71. He seems to recognize his own emotional processes and is 
willing to face them. 

72. He has a tendency towards rivalry. 
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TABLE 4 (Conttd) 

76. He is anxious with tha fear that he will lose his material 
possessions. 

102. His thinking tends to be circumstantial. 

104. He rarely experiences a.n urgency about things. 

106. He is unable to apply his assets constructively because 
of his passive, narcissistic orientation. 

110. He denies aggression. 

111. He has a subjective feeling of separation from the world. 

116. He is a narcissistic person. 

117. A good part of his phantasy is taken up with glorified 
images or himself. 

121. He has a paranoid anticipation that others will unjustifiably 
question his sincerity and that he must therefore prove 
them wrong at once. 

126. When his impulsiveness does appear, he is quick to defend 
himself but also careful not to get in deeper. 

128. He has a weak capacity for thoughtful delay of impulses. 

133. He is concretely oriented. 

136. He is a naive p~rson. 

142. He is overalert. 

146. Frivolity is alien to his self-conception. 

147. He has doubts about his sexu~l identity. 

149. He has a potentiality for depressive mood swings. 

156. He is charaoteristioally overoompliant in his interpersonal 
relationships. 

160. He has feelings of inadequacy. 

162. He is a sensitive person. 
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TABLE 5 

Items onwhioh the mean Rorsohaoh group ratings were distantly 
related to the mean ratings of the Clinical raters. 

4-. , He feels things strongly . but he cannot express his feelings 
_easily. 

7. His attitudes are extremely negativistic. · 

13. His aggressions are turned age.inst himself. (masochistic 
tendencies) (depressive tendencies) 

16. · His intellectual interests are too widespread and all-
inclusive to allow the · systematic development of one given · 
problem. · 

27. His impulses lead to immediate aotion of some kind. 

30. He is a domineering, aggressive person. 

35. He is concerned a.bout how .hi'a actions a..ffeot other people. 

36. He longs to be taken · care of. 

39. He has qualities of a moral masochist. 

41. He organizes the world in ia.n a.utistioa.lly egooentrio way. 

42. He sees objects from the viewpoint of how much plea.sure can · 
be derived -from. them. · 

45. He is a moralistic person~ 

47. His "private" emotional life is inhibited and he is 
emotionally somav1ba.t detached in everything he does. 

50. He is very anxious with the fear that he will lose those 
'who care for him. 

52. He is a shy person. 

64. He is guarded age.inst emotional involvements. 

60. He is capable of committing anti-social acts. 

62. He constantly experiences free floating diffuse anxiety. 
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TABLE 5 (Cont'd) 

74. He has. a complex a.rid relatively strong "oharaoter armor*' 
which camouflages a great d_eal of subjeotively felt a.nxi~ty •.. 

101. He prefers to work with deta.ilsrather than generatities. 

115. He is ·a person ·whose thinking oan·be sharp and creative but 
who 1 consoiously_o1:" unconsoiously1 is 11holding backu. 

119. He is moralistic.· 

122. He is affectively la.bile. 

124. He has strong ora.lneeds. 

125. He is a parasitic person. 

127. Th~re is a.primitive quality a.bout him. 

137. He organizes the world in an arbitrary way. 

144. It is dif'fioult for him to cope with anxiety-arousing and 
affect-a.rousing situations. 

150. He is an exoitableperson. 

151. His oritioa.l controls are underemphasized or ineffectual. 

154. He has obsessive cha.ra.oteristios. 

163. He is an inhibited person. · 

164. He is a self-assertive person. 

166. He has difficulty in coping with strong emotional experiences 
arid ·tends to retreat to the safe and conventional in suoh 
si tua.tions. 

167. He is often arbitrary in his attitudes and opinions. 

168. He is a. tense and anxious person. 

172. He feels quite guilty. 

173. His controls over aggressive phantasies are quite ,fragile 
and serve only to effect a slight delay.•. 

174. He has sadistic tendencies. 
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dissimilarities appeared as in the case of Tables 2 and 3 

{Szondi-Criterion relationship). In Tables 4 and 5 the data 

were analyzed, however, with reference to olassification accord-

ing to the categories Impulse Discharge-Aggression.and Subjective 

Feelings. For 19% of the Impulse Discharge-Aggression items 

there was a close relationship betv1een ~he mean Rorschach 

ratings and the criterion ratings, with a distant relationship 

on 32.4% of the items, and an equivooal relationship on the remaining 

48.6%. For the Subjective Feeling items there were 20.8% 

close, 16.7% distant, and 62.5% equivocal. These data are also 

sunnnarized in Tables 6 and 7. 

In the second form of analysis, there were abstracted 

those items for whioh the mean Szondi rating was considerably 

closer to the Clinicians mean rating than was the mean 

Rorschach rating9 ; those other items for which the mean Szondi 

rating was considerably further from the Clinicians mean 

rating than was the mean Rorschach rating10 ; and those items 

on which the mean Szondi and Rorschach ratings were both in 

close agreement with the mean Clinical ratings11• It is 

interesting to note that in this last form of analysis, in 

9 Items 2, 4, 7, 12, 26, 47, 50, 52, 60, 101, 125, 136, 
137, 138, 141, 163, 172. 

10 Items 6, 8, 21, 24, 34, 37, 43, 73, 75, 109, 110, 119, 
128, 139, 143, 146, 149, 174. 

11 Items 11, 15, 25, 30, 32, 35, 36, 41, 48, 58, 69, 108, 
112, 115, 118, 122, 126, 132, 153, 155. 
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which the Rorsohach-Clinical relationship is used as a comparative 

,measure for the_ Szondi-Cl~nioal relationship, the alose Szondi 

,items are different from those for which the Szondi ratings had 
- ' 

been closely related to the criterion ratings (Table 2). On 

the other hand, where the Szondi raters had differed with the 
,, . ' 

criterion raters (Table 3) 'they continuE! to differ on many ?f 

the same items when the Rorschach-Clinical relationship is used 

for comparison. 

One further type.of item analysis was done with the purpose 

of attempting to isolate those traits which were not meaningful 

or useful to the various rating groups. Positively, an attempt 

was made to find a measure which would indicate that a rating 

group had used a trait with 11confidenoe" •. For the purpose of 

such an analysis, a trait was said to have been used with con-

fidence by a rating group if the mean rating of the rating 

group for the trait was below 3.00 or above e.oo, for at least 

one of the four patients described in the study.• For example, 

if the mean of the Szori.di raters for trait 1 fell in one of 

these extreme rang~s for at least one patient, it was considered 

,that the Szondi raters had used trait l with confidence, i.e., 

considered it useful for describing a salient oharacteristio of 

a patient. 

There are a number of reasons for the adoption of such a 

criteria for 11oonfidanoe". First., for the group mean to be so 

low or so high' it was necessary that all four ratings cluster 

around the· extreme rating with lit·tle variability. Second, 
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there was no way of evaluating whether an item rated between 

3.00 and a.oo was placed in this middle category because the rater 

felt that it belonged there or because the trait was ambiguous, 

meaningless, equivocal, etc. It remains. possible that 'some of 

the items that never received an extreme mean rating may have 

been rated .purposefully but there a.re many other factors which 

may have influenced such a r.ating. 

The items which fulfilled the above-mentioned oriteria of 

nconfidence 11 for each. rating group are listed in Appendix D, 

Table 27. 

For the items in th~ psychological areas under particula~ 

examination, that is, items which refer to Impulse Discharge-

Aggression and Subjective Feeling, the rating groups which 

demonstrated 11oonfidencett, in line with the above definition, 

are indicated in the summary Tables 6 and 7. (pp. 46-48). 

Results represented in Tables 6 and 7 may be sum.me.rized as follows: 

First, it is clear that for the Impulse Disoharge-Aggression 

items there is a striking disagreement between the Szondi raters 

and the ratings of the criterion groups; and, for the Subjective 

· Feeling items, the agreement is evident. For both these groups 

of items the results of the Rorschach-Clinical oomparison are 

not as significant as the Szondi-Criterion comparison. Second, 

the ttoonfidenoe•' of the Szondi raters, as well a.s the psyohie.trists, 

is loaded in the area of sharp disagreement, that is, on the 

Impulse Disoharge-Aggression items. Of the thirty-seven Impulse 

Discharge-Aggression items, the Szondi raters were 1'oonfidenttt 
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' . ' 

~,n 78 •. 4% o·r them and the Clinical raters 73% (Table 7) • " . Consistent 

with this trend, wh~re th~:r'e · is ·· strong agreement ·between th~ ··.· 

. S~ond~ and . criterion: ~_udges,· that is·, ·on the· Subjecti~e Feel.ing 
' • l ' 

·, ' ' ' 

;items, . "oonfidep.oe" ha.s been demonstrat~d _on · 2~% of the items . 

by the :Szondi rai;ers and 45.9%by the psychiatrists (Table .6). 
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TABLE 6 

Subjeoti ve Feeling items ·. ana.ly"zed ·by· criterion agree~ 
ment of Szondi and Rorsoha.oh re.tings• . . 

Trait No~• · 

23~ 
2s; '. 

· 34; 
35; · 

. 36~ 
49~ 
.50; 
62. 
74~ 
76~ ' 

104~ 
111;, 
11a; 

.120. 
134; 
136; 

· '.160; · 
1s1; 
110; 

. 11-2; 
. 176. 
Tote.l-24 

Szondi '. > Rorschach 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

·x 
X 
X 
X 

X 

,Tr 2 . 

A D 

X 

X 

X 

s r b 
S ' ·. r b c . · . 
s . r .b .. ·· o . 

.b o · 

0 . 

C 
0 

s 

·r C 

·. 12 In indicating those groups which . fulfill the require-
ments of "oonfidenoe1

' stated in :the body of the paper~ · 
· s., r., b., a.rid c· ·refer to· the Szondi~ Rorsoha.oh, Battery . 
e.nd Clinical re.tings group~ respeotiveli• 

' . ' 

13 The A (agreement) a.rid D (clisagreemeiit}', .with 'the or'iteria 
are ta.ken from the results · of the analysis of the ·rela.• 

• tioriship of the two tesiis , to the ortt·eria.. · Only signi-
ficant items (in the ·top or bottom quartiles) a.re plotted 
here. : · · · · 
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TABLE 7 

Impulse Di soharge-Ag-gre s sion items analyzed by criterion 
a.5reement of Szondi and Rorschach ra.tin~s. 

Trait No. Szondi Rorsohaeh _ i 11oonfideriee"14 

Al5 D A D. '' 

4~ X X s r. 0 
6~ X s 0 

13~- X X s 0 
19. X s .r b 0 
20~ s b 0 
24~ X S. 0 
26~\. X r 
27-. X . S 0 
30~- X X s r b 0 
34~ X s r b 0 
37; X X s 
39. X X . s 
43~ - X .-_ ·x ·r b 0 . 
46~_-. . s C 
·53~ ,- ' r b C 
54~ X s r 0 
60. X X s r- I 0 
67~ s 
70~ x ,. , s r b 
72~ x· X 

- 108~ X s r 0 
109~ X s o · 
110~ X .· X s 
112~ b C 
113~ s r 
114; X r b 
119~ X X 8 b C 
126~ X X 

· 128~ X X '', s ' r 0 
138~ X s 
148; X s C 
149~ X X s r C 
163~ X s r b C 
164. X X s 0 
166. X ·x C 
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173~ 
174. 
Total-37 

X 
x · 

5 24 
14 See foot note 12. 

15 See foot note 130 

TABLE 7 (Cont'd) 
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CI-IAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The results of this study will be divided, for purposes of 

discussion, into three parts. The first two parts will be con-

cerned with the results of the correlational analysis and the 

item analysis, while the third part will consider some general 

implications of the earlier discussion for clinioal psycho-

,logical research. The discussion of the first two parts will 
-

be rather directly related to the results. The last portion will 

be more abstract, more distant from the actual data, and clearly 

speculative. 

Correlational Analysis: 

It seems justified to conclude from the results of the 

correlational analysis that the validity and reliability-of-

interpretation of the Szondi test are no better and no worse 

than the validity and reliability of the Rorschach test. As 

Table 1 showed, the average validity coefficients of the Szondi 

test with the psychiatrists used as a criterion were .10 and 

.15 for the two trait universes; using the Battery raters as a 

criterion, the average validity coefficients were .14 and .20. 

The mean validity coefficients of the Rorschach test, using the 

psychiatrists as a criterion~ were .16 and .19.1 The differences 

between the Szondi and Rorschach validity coefficients were 

1 See footnote 2, Chapter 3, P• 31 
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obviously not significant. The coefficients of reliability of 

interpretation of the Szondi test were represented by the overall 

mean interoorrelations of all the Szondi raters. Those 

coefficients were .28 and .33 for the two trait universes. 

The Rorschach reliability of interpretation coefficients were 

.22 and .30, again not very different from the Szondi 

coefficients. 

In studies of the validity of projective tests, a major 

problem is the adequacy of the criterion. The measures of the 

consistency of the criteria. used in this study give some answer 

to this question. The overall mee.i.'"l. interoorrelations of the 

Clinical raters was .43, and that of the Battery group, .35. 

However, the ratings of the Clinical groups were not independent. 

They had discussed the described patient with each other over a 

period of approximately six months. The Battery ratings, as vrell 

as the Szondi and Rorschach ratings, had been i;ndependent of 

discussion with the other raters. The results of e.n unpublished 

study2 in which a group of thirteen psychologists, after having 

discussed a battery of tests weekly for over six weeks, had an 

average Q-teohnique intercorrelation of .48, may suggest the 

a.mount of inflation of the correlations betv1een independent raters 

due to the faotor of dependent judgments based upon group 

discussion. It would appear, then, that there is little difference 

betv;een the measures of consistency of the two criterion groups, 

2 By Greenbaum, N., Winter VA Hospital, 1950 
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and that.the independent intercorrala.tions of either<criterion 

might 1:,e represented by an average ooefficient of about .35. 

One , cannot a.vo~d bein~ impresse~ with the low absolute 

values of the ooeffioients. Coefficients below .20 certainly 

do not satisfy one as. supporting the validity. of the Szondi 

test. However, oerta.in qualifications should be made before 

these coefficients· oa.n be finally evaluated., First, . ~lthough 

the Szondi ooeffioient~• a.re very low, they·a.re not significantly 

different from. the Rorschach coefficients.. Second, · the question 
" ' 

· must be raised as to how high a validity coefficient might have 

been expected in the pres~nt study. In e:r.amining the criteria 

itwa.s. seen that the consistency.measures of the two most- used 

sources of psyoho.logioal -knowledg_e aba.ut people a.re so: low as 

to be hardly adequate for use as a. criterion in a stu~y of the 

vali~ity of' a psychological test by. traditional mea.ns. If a 

o·oeffioient of .35 represents t:he best relationship that can be 

expected under the condi~ions of the pr~sent study., then the· 

average Szondi validity ooeffioient of .15 should be evaluated 

somewhat differently than when i~ i~ compared with the tre.di-· 

tional aim of a0oeffioient)of. l•Q?• In a ·relative. sense, one 

might say that if.the oriterion·approaohed a reliability.of 

1.00 then the Szondi ~alidi ty coefficient· would. be considerably 

higher and would probably cause one to feel diff'erently,abou~ 

the validity of the Szondi test than would a. ooef'ficient of .15. 
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Item .Analysis: 

The results of the· item analysis of the data point up, in 

the first place.,. an important value of the Q•teohnique. For 

the items on which there was a particularly close or distant 

relationship between the Szondi and the criteria (Tables 2 and 

3) there appea_red to be consis~ent trends in terms of ·oertEl.in 

psychological, areas (Tables 6 and '1). It was seen that for 

the area., Subjective Feelings,.there was a significantly close 

relationship between the.Szondiarid the criterion raters; 

there wa.s strikingly little agreement between the two rating 

groups for.items concerning the area, Impulse D~soharge-

.Aggression. These systematio:relationships a.re, in one sense., . '·,' .. - . .,- .... ···-• " . 
a.breakdown of the overall correlation coefficients. For 

exa.tnpie., if t~e trait universe _lncluded only statemen~s refer• 

ring to Subjective .Feeling it is probable that the Szondi 

validity. ooeffi~ients would have -been considerably high~r. On 

the other hand, traits _concerned with Impulse Disoha.rge-Aggres-
-~---. ', __ ·, .' . ,, •. _; . . ,,.,.' • •.' l< .: ·-· •• , .• '.. • ·---·i:.. .. ,. " ., __ i ,' .... , ... : .. ·• •.••. ;, .. '. •.'' 

l. , . ·.·...... .. .. · · ... :. ·.· , 

sion tended.,:in this study, to'lower_the validity ooeff'io~ents 

considerably. More is also learned about the reliability-of'• 

·1nterpretation ooef:f'ioients through the analysis of the items 

in which the raters demonstrated "confidenoe11 , since one or·the 

requirements to fulfill the criteria of "confidence" was . --

little variability among the rating group •.. Here the situation 

is reversed. There was much 11oonfidenoe11 in the ratings of 

items in the area, ~pulse Disoha.rge•Aggression, thus tending . 
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, ·to raise the reliability .coefficients of . the Szondi raters; _- the 
- . ·- . . , 

relative abs,enoe __ of ,ttoonfidenoe-itemsn inthe .area of .Subjective 
., . . .. ' 

Feeling suggests, but not definitively, that there was more 
, ' ' . . · . ' ' , •1 

variability among the ratings of these\items, ·thus tending: to . · 
,. - - - ., • - ' '. -~· - -_ .- :, ' I ·. _' -,. , ·-.. •• • # • • • 

. ·-_ lower the r _eliability, ·ooeffiolents. To sUlD?ll8.~ize, the> ra~ings . 
' . ' . ., 

of Subjeoti ve Feeling item~ ~ended to ·lower . the reliabi~~ ty 

coeffi_oients and raise the v9:lidity ooef'fioients; the re.tin.gs 
' _. . ·' ; . --

·, of the Impulse Disoharge-Aggression -items did , the opposite, 
- -. - :· - ,- -·, . . .. - ___ . __ . _ . - ... . ,. . . . , ... . ' c, . . . ~ -. , ·· ··•· .. 

··r~ised the reliability coefficients and lowered the validity 

. coefficients. 

Further examination of -these two iinP._~rt~t p:31cho!_og1.oal _ 

.areas might help one toward a better understanding of these 
; -- . . - . . -. 

unusual results. In the area of Subjective _.Feeling considerable 

. ag~eement i _s ~oun.d between the Szondi and Clinical_ rater~ with 

a relative absenoa of "confidence" in these :traits. . It seems 

to follow that this is necessarily· based largely on agreement -
.. ·-···- ... . .,· 

' ·' 

in the middle, possibly equivocal, range ,or· ratings. This 

. la.st conolusion ,is supported by the results o:f' _ the analysfs of 

the Szondi-Clinioal Rorsohaoh-Clinioal comparison.3 · .Among the 

items on .. which the Szondi ratings are closer to the ·clinical 

·ratings than are the 'Rorschach ratings, we do not find ma.ny · of 
' ' 

-the Subjective Feeling traits. ·Thus, in addition to the lack 

of "confidence", the ratings ·of the Subjeotiv:e Feeling traits · . 
. . . - ~- . -_. . . . . 

are not closely related to the Clinical ratings when the 

3 See Chapter 3• P• 42. 



· Rorschach ratings ,a,re brought in as · a( comparative ~~8:-sure. · The 

. original. olo~e relations~p __ .C,Ta~-~e -~) must ···be evaluated with 

caution since it may be an artif'aot. On the basis of this 

discussion · ~n:e, · oou~d not feel too oomfortt\ble,_lii~hi~lle :E?~~~i~l~ 

·. conclusion that ·one can have ·:faith in judgments about Subjeotive 
,.-. , ;.. _ ., · ,- . _, -.. · . _. , · , -· ... ' -·-·- ~--·;.- - ~ . ~. 

Feelings made on the basis of Szondi test results., beoause the 

Szondi ratings ~greed olosel~ .. with the ori t?rion · ratings. 

How then oan one unde~sta.nd this significant close rela- · 
' . . - - : ... : . '. . ' ~-:- - : . . ' 

. ti~nship -:between the Szondi anl Oliriioal ratings of -ite~s . 
' ·' . . , 

referring to Subj_eotive Feeling? - One mi:ght ·speculate· that ~1:'-ere 
' • ':· ' ·_ .. , .,·•, " ,I 

are special characteristics .. of these statements whioh may have 
- ' •,•.• ••I•, ' ,I •• • ~• ., " , :.., . . , ·, •·,N ,.~. ··• •• •• • 

helped to brfng about this result. Subjective feelings are . 
: }, : •• r~ ,I J • • • , •/ 

. essentially phenomenological oonstruots and., it may be., . that ' 
, . ' ' . ·. , .. ,. ·. .. . . ·' -.• --. ,, . . . . •··· •- ••-~ ' .. , . . ·_ . . ~--- -.,.... . _ , .. - . , . . 

the , o linicians in the pr~ sent study have ~th_~~.,tha.11 pheno~ · 

, menological orientations • . : It ·could fQllow that such traits: 
.. . . . . ' . 

, might not be · considered. particularly ~ali~nt .. in a personality · 
. ... . ; .• ... . . . ... . .. . .. . 

desoription,might then be piaced ,in the middle. range of ratings, 
. . ,. •.. ' ... . . '·;· ' ,·.· . . ., .. , ' . : . . ..,. ,. .. ... . -\ .. ··-;. -~- -· . ' "' 

and we woul~ dfscove~_agree~~ntbetween the. ra~ers • .'Aotuallr~ 

most , olinica~ .P~eholo~~~~s and, .. P.SY.'ohiatrists Az.n~!ioa 

do , not hold to a , phenomenological orientation il.nd tehd rather · 
' . . .. . . 

to describe a p·erson from the· viewpoint . of an outside observer _ 

rather than from an attempt at identification with a person's 

feelings and view of ~he_· world • .. · 

The picture is dtff erent., . however, in the area, of Impul s·e 

Disoha.rge-Aggression. Here, there is not oiily a striking 

' differenoe between -the Szondi ratings and the criteria, but 
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both groups have demonstrated considerable 11oonfidenoen in 

ratings of items in this area. This result might be inter-

preted in many ways. !~might be said, for example, that one 

oan put no faith in judgments about the psychological area 

Impulse Discharge-Aggression ma.de on the basis of Szondi test 

results, sinoe these judgments sharply disagree with the 

criterion judgments, and therefore the Szondi judgments a.re 

wrong. This oonolusion seems to be questionable, particularly 

in the light of our inadequate oriteria. More positively, it 

could be suggested that this area of sharp difference between 

the two rating groups sets the stage for a more intensive 

analysis. The differences help us toward action by sharpening 

the questions. Further and more concrete investigation of 

judgments in this area might offer a.n opl?ortunity for a 

different sort of evaluation of the test. Study directed 

toward determining vrhioh group is nrightu: (a patient's future 

behavior could be predicted) may help_ to tell something about 

the basic validity of the Szondi test. 
- . 

Some speculation about this clear difference in judgment in 

terms of clinical ps~oholog~cal experience suggests other ways of 

possible explanation. It'ffi!ly be that there is a real and impor-

tant difference in the way that the psychiatrist and the tester 

perceive a patient. Their posit~ons, or, one might s~y in 

Lewinian terms, the structure of their fields, are very different. 
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The psychiatrist ·is iD: direct. contact_ with the patient.- He is 

responsible for the patient in a. direct way and ls faced, again· 
1. • ) 

direc,tly, w.i.th_hospital mana,gement problems, e.g.,pa.sses, 

discharge, etc.~ or with· similar problems when the patien~ is 
' ' ' 

· in treatment, e.g~, termination. _·The tester. has a responsibility 
' ' 

which is radically different •. _This is partioularly true_ if, e.s 

· in -the presen:t study., the testers did not have a:ny interpersonal 

· · oonta~~ !:1th the patient. The tester can make·. recommendations 
• \-·,<, ... , _ ,;; 

. and., in a sense, decisions but the action must be ta.ken by the 

psyohiatri st.~ .. · To tak_e a_ le.rtic'ule.rly oritioa.1. example., .the 

tester may say. a.bout a p~tient ·that there a.re suicidal po~en- · 

tialities present.· To the psychiatrist directly responsible for 
. . ·, ' . ,'-, ' ,. ·., 

the patient such a statement has· xna.ny· implioa.tiona, e.g • .,. should 

the patient be sent to a: suicidal ward where he oan be. protected.? 

How should he handle the patient's constant r·eque~t for passes 

which, let us suppose., ·the patient has been receiving? After 
. " ' . '. - • .·,-·- -... . •·· '' . . 

all,. in the record~ the tes~ report, .. ·there is a warning about 

suicide and he, the psychiatrist, is responsible for the 
' . ' 

patient. _ 1.~ ooulc:l ea.ail~> ~e that these problems may not concern 

the tester.. 1.fure. elabora.tio_n is not necessary. Two clinicians, 

the psy~hiatris~ and the psrchologioal tester,· a.re ·in different 

"fields.tt • .. T~eir cleci:sions a~out a patient do have differ~nt 

implications.· They .1DIXY the patient quite differently• 

It seems signifioant, too, to continue the discussion, 

that.the area ~f partiou~ar dif:f'erenoe is that.of Impulse 
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Disoharge-Aggression. Macy" clinicians feel that it is 

preoisely , :i.n this general area. thatma.jor conflicts exist for 

the psychiatrist who is directly responsible.for the patient 

and also that· in this area the .. most .. complex ego-involvement 

or counter-transference, P.roblems .for·• the· pSY,ohiatrfst are 

.found. This ·· seems understandable.· The management problems 

suggested previously cannot be· se.tisfa.otorily answered 
.,-.·: 1 

without oonoerri over' suoh questions a.s: ~'Will this patient 
' ' 

hurt somebody?~';', t'Will he hurt himself?11 ; 11Ca.n he control 

. his impulsiveness?" eto • . The question of suicidal poten-
... •, '... . ,., .. , . ~--

~ia.lities is~ as ill~strated J?reviou~ly, a.·pa.rt~oll.l~ri:y-

oritioa.l one. In the light of the la.ck of real, certain 

knowledge of .the answers to these questions: it is oonoeiva.ble 
, ' 

that a re~ponsib~e psychiatrist would.have oon:f'liot about these 

questions. The e.ggressiven~ss Of ttaoting-out" of a. patient is 

said to create difficult counter-transference a.swell as 

ma.nar;ement problems. The therapist may disli~e the patient, 

be afraid of him, want to get rid of him, ,etc. But all these 

feelings are "not right.'' The ttgood" therapist controls suoh 

feelings and they·are not ~upposed to interfere with his 

relations with the patient. Reaction formation · is oonceiva.ble 

even iri a psychiatrist. · But., one might ask, if' this area is- _the 

soene of such conflict. _and counter-transference . then how can 

on~_ explain_ the 11oonf'i~enoe": demon_stra.ted by the clinician~ 

since this implies that the psychiatrists agreed quite well in 
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their evaluation of these items? Clinical experience suggests 

a. possible answer. Often problems falling in this area. of 
. . 

Impulse Disoha~ge-Aggression a.re handled_by_rules. If a.person 

is considered a suicidal threat he is-sent, inmost hospitals, 

to ·a .special ward. ·If an open ward patient comes back to the 

hospital drunk he may be sent to. a closed ward ordisoha.rged. 

The ways of handling uacting-out1' of impulses are commonly 

codified. 

Further Discussion: 

Much of the above is speo_ula.tiv~ but the results demand 

some attempt a.t positive explanation. There are £our points.; 

implications of' the above . di soussfon, which seem worthy of . . ... ·, . . . 

further consideration. First, there is the suggestio~ that the 

stfields'! of the psychiatrist and ·tester a.re structured 

differently· _so that,· in a· sense, th~ talk a.bout different· 

things when. they sa.y the s~e thing. Second, one might question 

whether the ego-involvement and conflict a.bout problems f'a.lling 

in the area of Impulse Discharge-Aggression do not influence 

the psychiatrist's eva.lua.tion of and description of the patient. 
,C, •• , , ·~· .•. ,.;,. .· e , ';- : .. • C .,,'_. • • ·: • ::.• - , •••·' ·,•-· , ·•·-, .. : f , , ,.,,.-, • , I 

Third~ it is suggested that It ii in these areas of conflict., 
... - .. ~- .. ,._, .. - ' - -

of q~estion,. t1!-at the p~ehiatri~t _asks the help of the ps_ycho-

logical tester• The f ourth_,I>,()int follows from the la.st, and it 

is that if one thinks this way., then the conclusions of the 

Szondi testers about problems.falling in this oritioa.l area a.re 
--... 

useful if only they offer to the psychiatrist, who must take 
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action about th.e patient, · the be.sis for ·n~w possibil~ties £or .. 

action • . 

The first two suggestions may .have impo~tant ·implicati~ns 

-. for research in _clinical psychology., and particularly for validity 
. . ' - . . ··.; . . 

. ·, - , ,•- . 

·studies like the one being .discussed. Earlier, in outlining the 

·method and procedure for the : ~r.e,~e~t stud:r~ it was ar~ed that 

it was reasonable to believe 'that there would . be ~?:~qµate -. 

' -_ agreement a.m~ng the different raters ' in their understanding 
• •• •• •• • • • • •• • ·r • , .,.'; ,. . - • ' • • • • n ••' 

of the var~ous tr~i ts. I£ ,the -· SJ?~Oulation~ about the different 

field ·structure of the psychiatrist and tester are held .to 

it would .f?llow1 ~-ha.~!. to the ooil~:r~ry:., the description of a . 

pat~~nt. may __ be -~~s~cally an i~d-~yid~l one,. ·~~~~~ding ~_!)on:· 

inte~perso~al variables., and t~t 9:11.y su?~ , di~ect comparison, 

as was done in the present study., is subject to severe 
·r .. . . . 

_ limitations. · But d~re~t comparison of different views is ·the 
. ' 

: . . , . ' . - . ,. . ' . ' , ·:, : : 

essence of traditi9:ria.l validity ·studies. It may be that the . 

need in clinical psychology_ is, as many have said, new methods 

which allow us to deal wit~ the complex problems of olinioai 

psychology in a systematic and· statfstio:a.ily prec'ise wa:y • . . 

But the ·- solution ·may not lie in_ new statistical methods; 

methods .that spring from our "scientific" h~ritage. It may be 

that what we call clinical can only be maintained as clinical 
' . - : ' ' - , - , : : . , , 

·under certain oondi tions wh~ch, : when viewed · from a. point of ·_. ,-
.,· 

view that demands exactness., looks . like sloppiness .and looseness. 

In other words, it ma:y _be that vagueness is one of the essential 
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qualities of clinical psyohologioal concepts and that to destroy 

the vagueness would destroy the concept. If this were so then 

the scientific method for.approaching clinical psyohologioal 

problems would need be radically. different from "the11 scientific 

method whioh is traditionally accepted. But this idea. is raised 

as a possibility 'Which we are certainly not ready to aooept 

yet but which should be recognized. One might· say, with 

justification, that the suggestion of such a possibility is 

valueless unless it is accompanied by concrete suggestions as 

to the character of the 11new" method. It is true that such a 

suggestion would be totally destructive if it led to an 

attitude of waiting till the new method comes along. But 

this is not a necessary consequence. We must continue to use 

the known methods having the best. potentialities. We must not 

ohoose the path of waiting and doing nothing. 

The third and fourth points, too, require further elaboration. 

·rt was suggested that in areas where conflict and doubt exist 

for the psychiatrist he tends to ask for help from the psycho-

logical tester. The area of Impulse Discharge-Aggression has 

been characterized as the scene of conflict. In this area, also, 

we found sharp disagreement between the Szondi raters and the 

criterion raters. Yet it is suggested in point four that the 

oonolusions of the Szondi testers may be considered useful to 

the psychiatrist in helping him to take action. 

It might be profitable to take what seems to be a round-

about way to best elaborate this concept of ttusefulness1• • It 
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has been proposed earlier, ·in evaluating 'the studies of the 

.v~lidity ~oi the Szondi test, >:that the relati-ve failure of 

these studies mighf be due to methodological difficulties 

ra.ther than to .a basio invalidity of.the . test itself. The 
' 

. , 

results of the present studye.re similar to those considered 

·previously • . These· results do not give support to the validity. 

of the Szondftest, nor_ oan one 'feel confident.on the basis 

of these results that the Szondi is not a ·useful instrument. 
l 

It ma.y be, as our· speculations might be ta.ken· to indicate. 

tha.t our diffioul ties in research with projeotive tests go 

further. tha.nthe methods themselves ·and reach .into the 
, ' ' - ·, , , . , • ' l . 

methodology of the· research. 

The qu~stion has beeri.- raised . as to whether direct 

comparisons, such a.s that _betweena test and a oriterionj 

oa.n justifiably be made. '·._ In the _ present oase one poss1bility 

suggested wa.stha.t the "fields" of the tester and the 

psychiatrist were _ struotured -differently • . A further specu-

la.tion, .tha.t description of a person is essentia;Lly individual, 

was added. The method _ of' direct· oomparison oan ba examined · 

from another point of' view. 

Wh~ 6:na investigates .the validi·ty. of a projective test 
. ' 

such a.s the Szondi,. as . iri .the present study, the implicit . 

aim is a ·validity coefficient of 1.00, inf'erenoes from the 
, ., • 

_Szondi test results perfectly correlated with the criteria.. 

·_ If such a. result ha.d been attained., ·the Szondi test would 
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-· ~ve · been ·judged to be as' adequate, and as 
. • . 

present_d __ a.y ori teria •.. •· We would have r __ e_ ache_d a termination . . __ .·· . ,.. ' ·,·_, __ ·-

point., that of agreement. But .. oonsidering that the · setting 

· Iri which· olinicians work today_ is one of vague concepts and . 
. : . ' ' 

-~h~ :absenoe of systematic methods to demonstrate the adequacy 

of .these: corioepts, it :is suggested that such agreement is ;no:t 

a ·, sufficient .:end-point. In such a ·setting, ' ,.where there is no · 

demonstrated truth., one acts according to his convictions 

as to what ' is true • . Actually,· this is what one has to act 

ion today; one ' ha.s confidence· in and convictions about · certain 

· methods,· too~s. ~d procedures~ and one uses these convictions . 
. . . . 

as .the basis fo~ aotion. _· · 

The recognition of such a · setting, in which there is no 

truth and nothing worthy of:_ being. oalled a ·criterion, _and . 

_where action is necessarily based upon what t;he o_linioian 

has confidence :i.n, :requires., it seems, a differ.ant aim than 

one of perfeot relationship .between·_ the experimental tool 
. . 

and criterion. An examination of "what" olinicia.ns have 

confidence i11 may : be mo:r~ .profi tabl,e• And-~ in the evaluation 

·of a projective ~e.st, a>test from 'which competent clinicians 

can make conolusions in which they have confidence is a 
. . . '• . . 

· . . useful .. test, not only because it is used, _but because the 

o linicians ·jud~ent_ and con~aquent .convictions are -.the ~nly -- .. 

practical signposts_ ·of what is u·seful in clinical psychological 

practice today. This conceptualization ma.y appear to be some-
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. . . . . ' 

_what da.ngerous in tha~ . it .·ma.y· seem to imply that the truth of. the 

conclusions ls not necessary and·, that ~he· worker and' not the 

conclusion ls .the basis . for evaluation.·· It is .dangerous,. but 

this concept of use:f'ulne~s springs from,' an appreoiatio~ of the .. ' , ' . : ' 

current state of affairs •in our field . of ·study(whioh is 

illustrated by th~ resUl ts ~f the pre~ent 8Xper1ments) and the . 
' ' 

need for progress. _But, • to say that ·. the usefulness of . a test 

depends on. the. confidence placed in it by competent clinicians 
. ' . ' 

would certainly not be enough of a basis for 'advancing this new 

c~noept. The earlier discussion of the results of the present 

study appears to ·1ead us either toward such a oonceptualiza-t.ion · 
' ., ' :· . ' ' 

or toward ·,deoision .that the data.from the study. are valueless. 

Within the conceptual scheme developed in the _discussion, such · 

differences as appeared between the Szondi raters a.nd criterion· 
' . ' . 

r~ters in the area. of Impulse Discharge-Aggression . set th~ stage 

for further in~ensiveinyestigationand offer, te>the ·onewho 
' ' . . : 

. . -

must take ;otion; new. possibilities for action. ·· This is useful. 

It appears that if we look at the data ,(or almost any of the 

validity studies) ·from .the traditional poi.nt _of view. ·we are 

left with much less. 

Usefulness is offered -not as :a.n end-point but as a first 

.step in the evaluation or a projective .test. I:f we first 

establish ffwhat" ', :~he olinic1-8llS , hav~ c'onfidenoe in, the~~ 

part_ioularly in areas or difference, we may be better able to 

evaluate whether his ~onfidenoe . oan be justified as "right. tt : 
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, . . . GP , 
'When and if there is more ·knowledge as to where the truth lies 

and there is a ttgoodtt criterion, then validity would be an 

essential requirement for~ good projective test. In general. 
' ' the resea.ro_h aim ha.a been changed to the point of being more 

oon~i stent with the current state of knowledge and the 

peculiarities in the field of clinical psychology and it may 

now be pouible to achieve a lilOre systematic evaluation of a 

· test in these new terms where we have been unable to do it with 

the old. , 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An examination of the validity of the Szondi test wa.s · 

attempted with the use or a relatively new statistical method, 

Stephenson's Q-teohnique. Four patients all were described·., 

using two trait universes of 76 traits ea.oh, by four groups 

ea.oh having at least four members. The rs.ting groups were 

differentiated on the be.sis of the source of information 

about the patient to be described. Thus there was the Szondi• 

Rorschach, Battery, and Clinical (psychiatric) re.ting groups, 

the latter two considered as· criterion groups. 

Correlation ma.trices were obtained for each patient-trait 

universe unit and the experimental divisions of the ma.trices 

were averaged. Thus, average consistency (reliability) 

measures for all four rating groups were obtained, as were average 

validity coefficients for the Szondi and Rorschach tests. 

Item e.na.lysi s was done by using mean group re.tings of each 

tra.i t and comparing the mean ratings of the various rating groups. 

In this wa:y the traits for 'Which the Szondi raters and the 

Clinical raters, for example, were closely or distantly related 

were abstracted. Another form of item. analysis was undertaken 

in order to eliminate those traits which may not have been 

meaningful , t~ one or all ~f the rating groups. For this purpose. 

a tra.i t wa.s said to . have peen used with tto onf'id enc e" . by a re.ting 
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group if th~. mean rating of . the rating group for .the trait. w~s 

below3.00 ·or above s.oo for· at least· one of the four patients 

desoribed in .the.study. 

The main conclusions to be ·drawn from the findings in the 

1~ The validity. of the Szondi .test was as good as the 

validity_ of the Rorschach test. 

2. The reliability-of-interpretation of the Szondi test 

was not very different from. the.reliabiliF•of-interpretation 

of the Rorschach test. 
' • ' 

3. The· consistency measures of both the Battery and · Clinioal 

rating groups approximated .35, an extremely low·relia.bility 

figure for criterion measures •. • In the light of this measure, it 

was felt that the .low·validity coeffioients·ofthe Szondi and 

· . Rorschach· tests require qualification. 

4. · There wa.a · a significant · agreement betv1een the Szondi 

judges ancl:the ~riter~on .re.yers in their ratings of items · 

,referring to :Subjective Feelings. Howeve~, both gr_oups 

fullfilled ,the ori terie. of _tfconf'idence" for few of these traits. 

5. · There vtas a significant disagreement between the Szondi . 

raters a.nd the criterion judges in their re.tings of items . 
. ' ' -· ' ' 

concerning Impulse Discharge-Aggression. In addition, both · 

groups demonstrated "confidenca11 in their ratings·of these traits. 

Some ~mplications of the results for c.linioa.l psychological 

researchwere examined. 
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APPENDIX .A -· THE ·TRAIT••· UNIVERSES 

Szondi'Trait Universe: 

1. Re ha.a fe'elings of helplessness. • 

· 2. He ha.s the philosopey .that if you don •t worry too much about 
things everything .'.Will work ·out all right. 

3. He reacts to trauma with withdrawal. : 

4. He feels things strongly but he cannot express his £eelings 
easily.··· 

s •. He has doubts -- perhaps even conscious -- about hia sexual 
identification.· 

s. H~ actively, even aggressively, goes after the things he 
wants • 

. 7• His attitudes are extremely negativistio • 

a. He is passive, even "fem.ininen, in his relation with love 
objects. 

9. He is an efficient, ttbusy" person. 

10. His values are idealistic -- not pointed towards concrete, 
· real objects. · 

13,... He is inclined to collect things which are easily available. 

12. He ,does not Jmow what to e:xpeot from others. 

13.. His aggressions are. turned against himself. ·(masochistic 
tendencies) (depressive tendencies) . ~\·> . . . 

14. He is likely to identify himself with mor•· abstract forms 
of affection and love, suoh as: humanitarian love for all 
ms.nkind!_or other ttoonceptua.l" forniS of tenderness. 

15. Although het aots according to his latent needs, he. is certain 
that his actions are determined purely by the. objective· 
characteristics of his environment. 

16. His intellectual ir;iterests are too widespread a.nd all 
inclusive to allow the systematic development of one given 
problem. 



. 17. · He· feels as if he is going to exp:lode at .. any moment • . 

18. His emotions organize his life for_ :hlm. · 

19. He is a rigid person in an overcon:'tr.o~1ed way. 
. ' ' -~. _., •·. . . . :,,. . 

20. He_ will face and fight rat~~-r t~ -· v4 t;hdraw in the face of 
reality problems. 

21. He is an immature person. 

22. He resists change. 

23. He has a general feeling of being somewhat a.pa.rt f,rom . 
reality. 

24. He likes to help ·people, though one gets_ a feeling of hidden 
aggression ' (reactipri formation). 

25. He explains his actions 11·objectively" rather.. ·than ttsubjeotivelyu. 

26. He actively rebels against the "rigid ·resistance" of·the 
environment. 

27. His impulses lead to immediatea.otion of some kind. 

28. His "oral" passive needs a.re notadequa.tely ·gratified. 

29. He does· not display. or act out his emotions but rather feels 
them as· an inner, subjective experienc~~ -

30. He is a domineering aggressive person. 

31. He conforms with reality and aoc~pts authority. 

32. His level of aspiration is higher than his level of 
achievement. 

· 33. -- He does all things 11as if his very life depended on it. 11 

34. He tends to be depressed at times. 
' ' 35. He is concerned about how his actions affect 0th.er people. 

36. He longs to be taken care of. 

37. - He tends to be somewhat exhibitionistfo • -- he likes to 11play 
a role". 
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_··:, 38 •.. His· constant :'showing off is te>o obviou·13 -- ~~ titiged with -
· anxiety. 

39. He .has qualities of' a. moral masochist~ 
' : , ·. ' 

40. · He is hyp6ohon~riace.l (in the P,opula.f) ~:ense) • 

41~ He organizes _the world _ in an autistiofl.lly egoo_entrio way. 

· · · 42. He sees objects· f';om the viewpoiri.t of· how .mu~h pleasure .. · 
can be .derived from -theme 

43. He · has a low ~~ustration tolerance~ . 

·. 44. He i~- a "doer11 rathe~ thful a 11thinkern/· 
<\'. '.•'· ·.•. , 

. , .45. He is .a moralistic person. · 
-, ·-' ·:· • J (~ 

46. , He _ feadil; a.t1d steadily ai.soharges • aggressive emotioris 
'(though this discharge can be achieved through healthy or -
neurotic .mechanisms.) . , 

47. His "privatett . emotional ._life is inhibited and he is ·_· 
emotionally som9!hat detached in everything he does. · 

, _, ... ' 

48. He is a person who one would characterize as tense . and 
anxious~ · 

49. He is· guilty and over-critical of himself'. 

50~ He is very anxious with the fear. that he will . lose :those 
who ca.re. for _him. · 

. . : ' . 

. 51. He constantly has bi's need f'or passive recipiency of love 
gratified. 

-62. · He is a :'. shy person. 
. . 

53. He strives to .be selr-suff'icient -and ·~emotionaFthrough 
the use · of intellectualization and· isolation. · 

54. He is guarded against emotional involvements. 

65. Ha is both. physically and psychically' rf3stless. 

66. He "cling~tt to objects in_ o~der · to d~riv~ :security and 
thus pleasure from them~ : .. _ · · 

57~ He accepts his, passive and submissive needs. 
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He is extremely sen~itive in his reactions to even• slight 
enviromnen~al cues. 

He ·is capable of oommi tting 

He likesphysioal activity. 
, ·1 

He constantly experiences .free-floating diffuse am,dety •. 

63 •. He is sensitive and somewhat detached from. the physical, 
concrete aspects of reality. 

64. He is .overeager. He doesn't want to .miss· anything in life. 

65. lie wants many objects and never ha.s enough to satisfy· him. 

66. : His interpersonal relationships a.re numerous and 
superficial. 

: 67. He has strong exbibit.ionistic · needs which are £rustre.tad 
although they, me.y appear in actual .behavior in· some 
distorted form. 

. . ' ' ' 

68. , He is able to bear the coexistence of contre.diotory 
.tendencies in · oonsoiousness without collapsing under the 
strain. 

69. At times he recognizes and e.t times he denies his passive 
needs •. 

70. There is a ma.rtyr:._like quality to his high frustration 
tolerance. 

'Tl. ·He seems to recognize his own emotional processes and is 
willing to face them. 

72. He has ·a. tendency toward rivalry• 

73. He is passive and submissive in interpersonal relation-
. ships. (feminine identification) . 

14. He has a. complex and relatively strong "character armor" 
which camouflages a. great deal of, subjectively felt anxiety. 

75. · He is a pessimistic person. 

76. He is anxious with the fear tha.t he will lose his material 
possessions. . 
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Rorsohaoh Trait Universe: 
. . . . ' 

101.- He prai'ers to ,work ·with details rather than generalities. 

102:. His thinking te~d~ to be ciroumsta.ntial. 

103. He does things the easy way~ 

104. He re.rely experiences an urgency about ,things • . 
. . . 

106. He is apathetic in his object relations. · 

106. He is unable to apply his assets construotivaly because 
of his passive, naroissistio orientation • . 

107. He is not very involved in what is going on. 

108. · His continuous dispiay of a.ffaot is shallow play~acting. 

109. Hedireots his aggressiveness against himself. 

110. He denies aggression. 

111. He has a subjective feeling of separation from. the world. 

112. His impulsive a.ots a.re likely to be aggressive. · 
' . 

113. A good pa.rt of his aggression is likely to be absorbed 
in fantasy. 

114 • . His first impulse is · to oppose. 

115.· He is a ·person whose thinking oan be sharp and creative . 
but who, consciously or unconsciously. is 11holding baokfl. · · 

116.- He is a. ~roissistio per~on. · 

117 • A good part of hi-"s. phanta~: is ta.ken up with glo;ii'ied· 
images of' himself. 

',. 1' ; ., ·· 

118. Feelings· .of unreality .· are· present. • 

119. He is mora.li stio • . 

120. Feelings of' . confusion ~r{ p'resent. 

121. He has a paranoid anticipation that others will . 
unjustifiably question his sincerity and that he must 
therefore prove them wrong at o~oe. 
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122. He .is a.f.feotivelylabile. 

123. His projective thinking makes its clearest appearance 
only when he is tton the spot••, although traces of it a.re 
generally .evident. 

124. He has . strong oral needs • 

. · · 125. He is a parasi tio per so~. 

126. When his impulsiveness. does appear, he is quiok to 
defend himself but also careful noi; to get in deeper. 

. . 

127. The~e is a primitive quality about · him. · 
. . . . . . 

128. He has a weak ca.pa.oi ty for thoughtful d~lay . of impulses. 

129. He isa.ffeotively bland. 

· 130. He is unresponsive to oommon conventional ideas. 

131. His reaction to reality problems is a. generalized 
Wi. thdre:wa.l. 

132. His .pretentiousness is intelleotual in form. 

133. _Reis concretely oriented. 

134. He constantly experiences free-floating anxiety. 

· 135. He is a. naive person. · 

136. He seems overwhelmed by a. pervasive fearfulness. 

137. · He C?rganizes the world in a.n arbitrary way. 

138. In the main he is able to· delay the expression of 
impulses cautiously and truly impulsive acts ooour only 

· sporadically. · · : · 

139. ·He is a. careless person. 

140. Muoh of his gaiety is feigned, put on for effect and 
used as cunningly as possible to gain an advantage in 
sooia.l situations • . " . ,:: 

141. He overuses projective meoha,nisms. · 

142. He is overalert. 
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143. He is overcautious in his objeot relations. 

144. It is difficult for him to cope with anxiety-a.rousing 
and affect-arousing situations. 

145. He makes rigid., compulsive efforts to remain on an abstract# 
all-inclusive level of thinking.· 

146. Frivolity is a.lien· to his self-oonoeption •. 

. 147. He has doubts_. about his sexual identity. 

148. Self-expressive responses a.re inhibited and pushed into 
the background in emotionally disturbing situations. 

149. He ha.s a potentiality for depressiv~ mood swings. 

150. He is an exoita.ble person. 

151. His critical controls are undaremphasized or ineff'eotual. 

152. ~ There is no basic impairment of reality testing but 
ori tioa.1 restraint is not applied extensively enough. 

153. He is able to make only superficial relationships. · 

154. He has obsessive characteristics. 

155. There is a quality of' strained perfectionism in his 
behavior. 

166. · He is characteristioa.lly over~oomplia.nt in his inter-
personal relationships. 

167. His passive needs are quite strong. 

158. His relationships a.re warm and spontaneous~ 

159. He ,is a, :oritioal person~ 

1600 He has fe~lings' of' ln:adequa.oy. 

161. He has ·a, basioally terrified reaotion to the world. 

162. He is a. sensitivepex-son. 

· 163~ He is .an inhib_ited per~on • . 

164. He is a self-assertive person. 
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165. He has a tendency to dwell too long on the,opposite side 
of the question. 

166. He has difficulty in coping with strong emotional 
experiences and tends to retreat to the safe and 
conventional in such situations. 

167. He is often arbitrary in his attitudes, and opinions. 

168. He is·a tense and anxious person. 

169. His capacity for rapport is minimal. 

170. He suf£ers from a persisting anxiety state of the dull, 
oppressive, restless, vaguely ,measy variety. 

171. He is dependent in a childish wa:y. 

172. He feels quite guilty. 

173. His controls over aggressive phantasies a.re quite 
fragile and serve only to effect a slight delay. 

174. He has sadistic tendencies. 

175. He has.morbid preoccupations. 

176. He has feelings of worthlessness •. 
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.APPENDIX B - INSTRUCTIONS TO THE RATERS 

Instructions for the description of the patient: 

The materials that you have are two sets or 76 statements 

(in rubber bands), a set of cards numbered l to 8, and two score 

sheets. You are to deal with eaoh group of statements separ-

ately. Take one group or 76 statements and sort them as 

follows: divide them roughly into two or three piles, those 

whieh are oharaoteristic of the patient, e.nd those which are 

not oha.raoteristio of him, then subdivide those groups as 

. follows. Place the statement which you feel is most character-· 

istio of the patient at the upper (8) end of the distribution, 

then the next five most oha.raoteristio statements in the next 

pile (7), the twelve third most charaoteristio cards in the 

third pile (6), and twenty cards into the next pile. Do the 

same for those you consider not oharacteristio of the patient. 

The one least characteristic statement is placed in pile 

number 1, etc. Thus, you will have eight piles of statements 

consisting of one, five, twelve, twenty, twenty, twelve, five, 

and one cards ea.oh. The cards numbered 1 to 8 are just an 

aid for you in sorting. 

Record your ratings as follows: write the card numbers 

under the -number of the pile in 'Which you had sorted it. Be 

sure that the statement you choose as most characteristic is 
. ' -
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in the oolumn headed by the number s. As you will see there 

are enough boxes, and only enough, in ea.oh column of the score 

sheet. This is to be sure that there are the correct number 

of statements in ea.oh group. 

You are to do the same with the two groups o:f statements 

independently and record them separately • 

.ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS TO THE RORSCHACH AND BATTERY RATERS 

You ha.ve been given three envelopes two of whioh oonta.in 

test batteries on two different patients and one which contains 

instructions, materials. a.nd score sheets for the descriptions 

that you a.re being asked to do. You will find that in the 

envelopes containing the test·batteries the Rorschach protocol 

is separated from the rest or the tests. For ea.oh patient you 

a.re asked to make two sets of descriptions: first on the basis 

or the Rorsohe.oh test alone, and second on the basis of the 

Rorschach test plus the rest of the battery ( the Thematic 

Apperoeption Test, the Word Association Test, and the Weohsler-

Bellebue Scale). 'rhus, for ea.oh patient you will duplicate 

the prooedur~ ou~lined on the instruction sheets. 

If there a.re any problems· or· questions that arise in your 

mind, please do not hesitate to call on me. 
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TABLE 8 

Intercorrelations between raters of Patient W.L. using Szondi trait universe 

Szondi 1 
2 
3 
4 

Rorsohaoh --5 
6 
7 
8 

Battery 
f-_ _,., 

. .. 

Clinical 

9 
10 
11 
12 

13a 
14b 
1-5 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Szondi 
1 2 3 4 

56 
46 38 
110213 

02 15 09 01 
29 30 08 OZ 
413543 03 
21 21 11 TI 
10 16 15 03 
222()0912 
130542 05 
11 35 3103 

07 25 10 11 -
26 25 14 01 
06 22 13 07 
16 2115 08 
12 17 02 12 
16 25 17 02 -
31 38 35 11 

Rorsoha.oh Battery 
5 6 7 8 : 9 10 11 12. 

1-8 
26 01 
13.2516 - ·-
83 -23 19 26 
08 60 03'. 29 
25 21 61 17 
04 13 32 10 

09 12 24 11 
2T'o9 30 27 
13 04 06 23 

. 02072219 
05 11 24 19 
2910 19 23 
04 07 34 00 --

19 
19 17 
08 31 36 

04 06 08 23 
2124 17 41 
01· 25 07 31 
06 110717 
011910 30 
27 03 06 25 
0110 17 41 

Clinioa.l 
13 14 15 16 17 18 

41 
15 35 
35 4-2 20 
48 56 41 43 · 
29 71 39 34 54 
36 43 43 41 56 39 

a--Leader of group therapy control b--Therapist 
Note: Underscored correlations are negative, and deoimal points are omitted 

from the front of all figures. 
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TABLE 9 

Intercorrelations between raters of Patient T.P. using Szondi trait universe 

Szondi l 
2 
3 
4 

Rorschach 5 
6 
7 
8 

Battery 9 
10 
11 
12 

Clinical 13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Szondi 
1 2 3 4 

45 
5842 
00 17 03 

39 02 27 09 
21 or 29 2s 
06 04 03 11' 
TIT301 25 ---
33 18 46 14 
28 35 29 17 
35 60 35-13 
02 20 14 38 

02 01 09 23 
or 20 01 21 
23 03 17 39 
16 00 25 29 
03 29 08 30 
09 31 09 40 --

Rorschach 
5 6 7 8 

·35 
3117-

·33 26 44 

'62 58 44 09 
30 67 17 02 
34 46 25 17 
36 56 34 48 

15 29· 29 52 
15 43 1947 
31 65 24 29 
32 64·42 35 
24 25·41 54 
17 22 23 59 

a--Leader of group therapy control 

Battery 
9 10 1112 

53 
53 56 
53 39 25 

29 23 12 43 
28 21 06 52 
52 52 40 62 
43 44 36 56 
13 01 04 45 
15 E 01 52 -

Clinical 
13 14 16 16 17 18 

58 
48 50 
36 47 58 
44 41 33 38 
48 37 35 40 52 

b--Thera.pi st 

Note:: Underscored correlations a.re negative. and decimal points are omitted 
from the front of all £igures. 



TABLE 10 

Intercorrelations between raters of Patient M. V •. using Szondi trait universe . 

Szondi 
l 2 3 4 

Szondi l 
2 36 
3 28 44 
4 15 31 44 

Rorsohaoh 5 40 32 19 28 
6 15 07 18 13 
7 30282822 
8 29 36 34 22 

Battery 

Clinical 

9 ·35 34 25 ,36 
10 112215 08 
11 21 25 35 29 
12 28 17 02 09 

13 . 13 01 05 07 
14 33 16 <Yi 10 
15 12 03 17 01 
16 20 04-06 09 
17 29 09 12 18 
18 

Rorsohaoh 
5 6 7 8 

05 
38 09 
51 0048 

78 02 42 48 
54 18 04 27 
38 13 72 42 
55 11 26 66 

29 05 17 23 
44 02 30 32 . 
40 05 18 26 
40 09 10 28 
3712 16 35 

a.--Lea.der of group therapyoontrol 

Battery 
9 10 1112 

38 
50 15 
49 46 26 

36 44 36 36 
51 42 52 41 
37 48 20 36 
45 38 23 39 
44 29 28 32 

Clinical 
13 14 15 16 17 18 

46 
52 44 
514251 
44 41 50 41 

b--Therapi st 

Notea Underscored correlations a.re negative~ and decimal points are omitted 
from the front of all figures. · 
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TABLE 11· 

Interoorrelations between raters·of Patient R.Yf. usinea Szondi trait universe 

Szondi Rorschach · Ba.tterl :Clinical· 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Szondi 1 
2 05 
3 20 11 
4 4218 49 

Rorschach 5 13 01 04 06 
6 03 09 09 06 19 .. 
7 02 12 Eos 52 23 
8 01 07 -O'f 19 40 17• 24 

Battery 9 06 29 07 23 36 18 2? 31 
10 01 26 0215 06 6814 15 . 29 
11 00 28 07 04 52 13 68 35 46 13 
12 08 04 07>17 2115.17 5~ 42 15 32 -

Clinical 13 0518 02 00 17 09 05 18 39 17 16 07 
14 01 07 22 20· 06 25 03 38 34 34 12 37 43 
15 02 23 14 19 1103 03 16 17 31 09 16 56 40 
16 02 27 03 02 26 02 05 32 2111 ll. 34 55 38 44 
17 01 2520 30 oo 23 -02 34 52 36 14 44 44 46 40 45 
18 00 15 08 03 oao1E 31 09 09 08 27 29 23 08 4118 
19 22 26 12 06 Io 11 15 21 24 213019 33 ·3·s 25 25 24 36 
20 03 04 0823 03 26 17 34 37 20 07 33 35 55 38 27 54 16 23 --

b--Therapi st 
-, "·~ ........ ,, . ......, , . ..,.- ,,:. ,.., ,,- ... 

Note: U:nderscore·a·correlatfons .. are negative, and decimal points are omitted 
from the front of all figures. 
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TABLE 12 

Interoorrelations between raters of Patient W.L. usin Rorschach trait universe 

Szondi Rorsohaoh 
l 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 8 

Szondi 1 . 
2 48 
3 -40 30 
4 121912 

Battery 
9 10 1112 

Rorsohaoh 5- 05 04 21 15 
13 10 04 13 
38 23 22 05 
17 18 03 06 

Battery 

·Clinioal 

6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

13a. 
14b 
16 
16 
17 
18 
19 

01 02 21 20 
01091415 
36 23 22 05 · 
27 48 21 19 

17 17 25 25 
30 26 40 25 
23 03 25 19 
30 16 17 11 
19 0116 40 
33 32 36 21 
41 38 47 29 

31 
42 17 
32 18 44' 

·95 26 32 21 
20 58 14 25 15 
50 24 90 45 · 42 18 . 
15 27 .24 30 - 13 -22 27 

09 30 15 . 00 08 20 17 1-7-
·01 20 1313 03 01 09 36 
o's 16 01 os ·04 02 o5 18 
oo 03 05 or oo 05 01 16 
01 30 07 07 04 18 05 28 
04 19 10 14 . - 09 ll 07 30 
01 13 ITos 11 os n 42 --

a--Leader of group therapy control 

Clinioa.l 
13 14 15 16 17 18 . 

38 
30 49 
2·7 42 31 
36 48 43 43 
25 61 55 53 42 
37 58 56 39 50 56 

b--Therapi st 

Notea Underscored correlations are negative, and decimal points are omitted 
.from the front o.f all figures. 
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TABLE 13 

- Interoorrelations between raters of Patient T.P. using Rorsohaoh trait universe 

Szondi Ror-scha.ch 
1 2 3 4 -- 5 6 7 8 

Szondi 1 
2 40 
3 64 54 
4 35 20 16 

Rorschach 5 05 02 00 30 

_ ·_ Batiiery 

· Clinical 

6 . 37 20 23 34 32 
7 04 13 01 17 : 19 03-
8 - 00 15 l'7 41 . 33 06 26 

9 . 45 22 36 38 
,10 49 34_ 51 30 
11 37 46 4724 
12 11 05 06 44 

13a 2719 28 24 
14b 09 02' 09 45 -
15 01 1914 28 
16 19 14 19 31 
17 12 19 24 31 
18 000505 33 

44 52 09 2~ 
26 74 04 10 
25 40 48 07-
32 38 23 51 

04 13 46 27 
28 22 28 38 
23 22 ·49 28 
13 45 ' 35 30 
17 15 38 38 
19 18 44 44 

a--Leader of groupiiherapy' control 

Battery 
9 10 1112 

54 
40 51 
47 43 22 

20 23 44 38 
25 17 20 57 
40 23 42 52 
42 38 32 56 
05 05 1-1- 35 
T7 i9 2s 63 

Clinical 
13 141516 17 18 

32 
38 49 
40 44 64 
38 48 42 44 
40 ·· 52 58 50 so 

b--Therapist 

Note2 Underscored correlations are negative., and decimal points are omitted 
from the front of all figures. 



TABLE 14 

Intercorrelations between raters of Patient M.V. usin Rorschach trait universe 

Szondi 

Szondi 
1 2 3 4 

1 
2 10 
3 14 47 -
4 07 3142 

Rorsohaoh ·5 20 23 14 07 
24 08 05 15 
28 28 26 20 
24 17 11 19 

Battery 

Clinical 

6 
7 
8 

9 20 24 28 21 
10 03 03 17· 06 
11 10 233621 
12 · 18 10 07 00 

13a 10 04 04 23 
14b 15 32 25 35 
15 02 02 27 02 
16 15 0416 14 
17 25 26 08 28 

Rorsoha.oh 
5 6 7 8 

.,. 12 
44 24 
46 13 58 

·85 24 52 53 
42 23 38 55 
30 25 75 -57 
29 07 34 64 

2-3 13 31 28 
26 14 40 32 
34 03 . 38 30 
16 05 35 26 
37 Tir s's 41 

a--Leader of group therapy control 

Battery 
9 10 1112 

·52 
50 37 
33 57 35 

31 29 24 18 
42 24 41 . 24 
3144 23 38 

· 19 30 19 30 
46 36 36 32 

Clinical 
13 14 15 16 17 ·18 

44 
58 32 
60 39 57 
58 46 53 61 

b--Therapi st 

Note: Underscored correlations are negative~ and decimal points are omitted 
from the front of all figures. 
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TABLE 15 

Interoorrelationa between raters of Patient R.W. using Rorsohaoh trait universe 

Szondi 
1 2 3 4 

Szondi l 
2 43 
3 38 14 -
4 54 50 26 

Rorschach 
5 6 7 8 

Battery 
9 10 11 12 

Rorsohaoh 5 43 08 35 36 

Battery 

· Clinical 

6 
7 
8 

26 17 17 13 32 
30 29 26 43 ,61 20 .-- . ··~ 
03 24 26 12 · - 29 16 38 

9 23 ll 25 26 
10 26 22 16 18 
11 25 23 36 28 
12 09 012112 

13 112111 12 
14b 17 17 15 01 
15 11 03 05 ,01 
16 01 11 07 03 
17 · 24 29 26 32 
18 16 29 09 29 
19 33 43 07 26 
20 01 01 11 07 

·66 15 48 30 
19 74 2119 12 

.- 50 15 72 36 -50 28 
23 21 36 73 ' 35 28 44 

. 08 07 04 ll 13 mf 05 32 
-IT 15 23 26 42 23 26 41 

· 06 24 04 11 . 11 34 02 19 
. 11 11 or 15 - . . 14 08 09 so 
'32 40 38 24 36 38 45 40 
05 17 19 11 24 23 29 24 
14 26 22 09 30 36 28 '21 
03 09 ~06 27 111605 30 

a--Leader of group thera~y control 

Clinical 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

52 
- 32 34 
38 42 36 
23 54 21 38 
35 30 29 42 36 . 
34 43 17 38 45 39 
29 38 30 15 19 14 11 

b--Therapist 

Note: Underscored correlations are·negative., and decimal points are omitted 
from .the front of all figures. 



TABLE 16 

Mean interoorrelations between raters of Patient W.L. using Szondi 
trait universe• 

Szondi Rorschach . Battery Clinioa.l 

Szondi-- ~28 
Rorschach ~06 ~03 
Battery ;os ~23 .22 
Clinical .14 .01 .15 .42 

TABLE 17 

Mean interoorrela.tions between raters of Patient T.P. using Szondi . 
trait universe. 

Szondi 
Rorschach 
Battery 
Clinical 

Szondi 

~24 
~07 
~25 
.09 

Rorsoha.oh 

~31 -: · 
;35 
.35 

TABLE 18 

Battery 

~47 
.32 

. . 

Clinical· 

.45 

Mea.ri interoorrela.tions between raters of.•·,Patient M. v. using Szondi 
trait universe. 

Szondi 

Szondi ~33 
Rorschach ~19 
Battery ~17 
Clinical .09 

Rorschach 

~25 
~40 
.21 

85 

Battery 

~38 
.38 

Clinical 

.46 



TABLE 19 

Mean interoorrela.tions between raters .of Patient R.Vl. using 
Sz9ndi trait universe. 

Szoncli 
Rorschach 
Battery 
Clinical 

Szondi 

.· .25 
;02 
~10 

..• oa 

Rorschach 

· ;30 
.32 
.07 

TABLE 20 

Battery Clinical 

·.36 

Mea.n iriterco·rrelatio:ns between raters of Patient Vi.L. using · 
. Rorschach trait universe. 

szo:riar 
Rorschach 

· Ba.ttefy 
Clinical 

Szondi 

~27 
~11 
~13 
.25 

Rorschach 

> ,: ;3r 
,' ;44 

.07 

TABLE 21 . 

Battery Clinical 

.44 

Mean iiiterc·orrela tions between raters of Patient . T .P • using 
Rorschach trait universe. · 

Szondi Rorschach Battery · Clinical 

Szoridi ~40 · 
Rorschach ;12 ;19 
Battery ~33 ,·~33 ~43 
Clinical .13 ·.29 · ·.31 .46 
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TABLE . 22 

Mean intercorrela.tions between raters of Patient M.V. using 
Rorsohaoh trait universe. 

Szondi Rorschach . Battery Clinioa.l 

Szondi' ~26 
Rorsohaoh ~18 ~34 
Battery ~12 ~46 . ~44 
Clinioa.l .11 .25 .31 .51 

TABLE · 23 

Mea.niriteroorrelati6ns between raters of' Patient R.W. using 
Rorschach trait universe. 

Szondf · 
R6rsohaoh 
Battery 
Clinical 

Szondi · 

~38 
~22 
~20 
.12 

Rorschach 

;34 
~41 
.14 

87 

Battery 

;33 
.24 

Clinioa.l 

.33 ' 



APPENDIX D - ITEMS FOR WHICH SZONDI RA'rINGS ARE CLOSE. OR DISTANT 
FROM ONE CRITERION 

TABLE 24 

Items on which the Szondi group compared favorably with one ori terion 
group and equivocally vd th the other. 

2. He has the philosophy that if you don't worry too much about 
things everything will work out all,,right. 

3. He reacts to trauma with withdrawal. 

7. His .. a. tti tud es . are e_x.tremely .. ne ga ti vi stic. 

12. He does not know what to expect from others. 

17. He feels as if he is going to explode at any moment. 

22. He resists change. 

23. He has a general feeling of being somewhat apart from reality. 

25. He explains his· actions 11objectively'~ .. rather than 11 su~j~oti vely". 

33. He does all thin~s. ttas if his very: life depended on it''. 

35. He is concerned a.bout how his actions affect other people. 

40. He is hypoohondriaoal (in the popular sense). 

42. He sees objects from the vievrpoint of how much pleasure oan be 
derived •from them. 

60. He is very anxious with the fear that he will lose those who care 
for him. 

51 •.. He constantly has his need for passive recipiency of love gratified. 

56. He ."clings" to objects in order to derive security and thus pleasure 
from them. 

58. He is extremely sensitive in his reactions to even slight environ-
mental cues. 

63. He is sensitive and somewhat detached from the physical, concrete 
aspects of reality. 
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TABLE 24 (cont'd) 

64. He is overeager. He doesn't want to miss anything in life. 

65. He wants many objects and never has enough to satisfy him. 

66. His interpersonal relationships a.re numerous and superficial. 

68. He is able to bear the ooexistenoe of contradictory tendencies 
in consciousness without collapsing under the strain. 

69. At times he recognizes and at times he denies his passive needs. 

102. His thinking tends to be oircumstantia.l. 

104. He ·rarely experiences an urgency about things. 

106. He is -uila.ble to apply his assets· constructively because of his 
passive, narcissistic orientation~ 

107. He is not very involved in what is going on. 

114. His first impulse is to oppose. 

120. Feelings of confusion are present. 

123. His projective thinking makes its ·clearest ,appea:ra.nce only'when 
he is "on the spot", although traces of it are generally evident. 

125. He is a parasitic perso~• 

129. He is affectively bland. 

131. His reaction to reality problems is a generalized withdrawal. 

136. He seems overwhelmed by a pervasive fearfulness. 

137. He organizes the world in a.n arbitrary way. 

142. He is overalert. 

144. It is difficult for·, him to cope with anxiety-a.rousing and a.ffeot-
arousing situations. 

159. He is a critical person. 
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~TABLE 24 (cont'd) 

165. He has a ·tendenoy to dwell too long on the opposite side of the 
question. 

166. He has difficulty in coping with strong emotional experiences 
e.nd tends to retreat to the safe and conventional in such 
situations. 

172. He feels quite guilty. 
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TABLE 25 

Items on whioh the Szondi group compared p6orly-'With one of the 
criterion groups and equivocally with the other. 

4. He feels things strongly but he cannot express his feelings 
easily. 

9. He is an efficient, 11busy" person. 

14. He is likely to identify himself with more abstract 'forms· of 
affection and love.; such as: huma.ni·taria.n love for all mankind, 
or other ttconceptual" forms of tenderness. 

30. He is a domineering aggressive person. 

34. He tends to be depressed at times. 

41. He organizes the world in an autistically egocentric way. 

45. He is a moralistic person. 

54. He is guarded against emotional involvements. 

60. He is capable of committing anti-social acts. 

70. There is martyr-like quality to his high frustration tolerance. 

71. He seems to recognize his own emotional processes and is 
willing to face them. 

74. He has a complex and relatively strong ttchara.cter armoru which 
camouflages a great deal o~ subjectively felt anxiety. 

75. He is a pessimistic person. 

108. His co~tinuous display of a~feot is shallow play-acting. 

116. He is a narcissistic person. 

122. He is affectively labile. 

124. He has strong oral needs. 

127. There is a primitive quality about him. 
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TABLE 25 (cont'd) 

132. His pretentiousness is. intellectual in form. 

133. He is concretely oriented~ 

138. In the ma.in he is able to delay the expression of impulses · 
cautiously and truly impulsive acts occur only sporadi?ally. 

139. He is a careless person. 

147. _He has doubts about his sexual identity. 

149. He has a potentiality for depressive mood swings. 

150. He is an excitable person. 

154. He has obsessive characteristics. 

158. His relationships are warm and spontaneous. 

167. He is often arbitrary in his at~i~u~es and opinions. 

169. His capacity for rapport is minimal. 

171. He is dependent in a childish w_ay. 

173. His controls ove~ aggressive'pha.ntasies are quite fragile and 
serve only to effect a slight delay. 

. . . 

174. He has sadistic tendencies. 
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TABLE 26 

Items on which the Szondi group compared favorably with one criterion 
group and poorly with the other. 

27. His impulses lead to immediate action of some kind. 

47. His "private" emotional life is inhibited and he is emotionally 
somewhat detached in everything he does. 

53. He strives to be self-sufficient and unemotional through the 
use of intellectualization and isolation. 
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TABIB 27 

11Conf'idenod' in the use of. traits demonstrated by:_ the four rating 
groups. 

Rating Groups 

Trait No. Szondi Rorsohaoh Battery Clinical 

1. l* 1 
2. 2 
3. 
4. 2 , 2 1 
s. l 2 1 
s. 2 ·2 
7. 1 1 1 
a. 2 2 l 
9. 3 l 

10. 1 
11. 
12. 1 
13. 1 2 
14. 3 2 l 
16. 1 l 
16. 2 2 2 
17. 1 
18. l 
19. ·l 1 l l 
20. 1 1 3 
21. 2 2 2 
22. 
23. 1 
24. 1 1 
25. 
26. 1 
27. l l 
28. l l 2 
29. 1 1 1 

· 30. 1 2 2 4'. 
31. 1 l l 
32. 1 
33. 1 
34. 1 1 .2 3 
35. 1 -1 l 1 
36. l 2 

• The numbers in the table -represent the number of patients for 
whom the mean rating on the trait of the designated rating 
group fell in one of the extreme ranges. 
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_TABLE 27 (Cont'd) · 

~Confidanoett in the use of traits demonst_ra:ted_ by the i'our rating 
groups. 

Ra.ting Groups 

Tre.it •· No. Szondi Rorsoha.oh Battery Clinical 

37. 3 
38. l 
39. 2 

. 40. l 
41. 2 1 

. 42. 
43. 1 2 1 
44. 2 1 1 
45. 1 1 
46. 2 1 
47. 1 l 
48~ -1 2 2 1 
49. 1 1 
so. 
51. 2 ,;· t 2 
52. 2 l 
53. 2 3 l 
54. l 1 l 
55. ' l 1 
56. 1 
57. l 1 l 
58. 1 - l 
59. 1 1 
60. 2 2 2 
61. l 
62. 
63. l 
64. 
65. l l 
66. 1 
67. l 
68. l 
69. 
70. 2 2 · 3 
71. 2 1 
12. 
73. 2 1 
74. 1 1 l 
75. 
76. 
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TABLE 27 (Cont'd) 

"Confidence" in the use of traits demonstrated by the four rating 
groups. 

Ra.ting Groups 

Trait No. Szondi Rorscha.oh ,. Battery Clinioal 

101. l 2 
102. 
103 .• 1 1 
104. l l 2 · 
105. 2 2 
106. 1 

.101. l 
108. ' 2 l l 
109 •. 2 1 
110. 2: 
111, 
112. 2 l 
113. 2 1 
114. l 1 
115. · l 1 · 
116. 3 l 
117. l 
118. l 2 
119. l 1 .. :· 2 
120. l 
121. 

· 122. ~L. 1 · 2 
123. 
.124. 2 1 2 l 
125. l 
126. 
127. 2 2 2 l 
128. 3 1 l 
129. 3 2 4 l 
130. .2 2 1 
131. 
132. 3 3 2: 
133. l 1 
134. l .. 
135. 1 2 
136. 
137. 1 

, 138. 1 
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TABLE 27 (Cont'd) 

••confidenoe" in the use of traits demonstrated by the £our re.ting 
groups. 

Rating Groups 

Trait No. Szondi Rorsohaoh Battery Clinical 

139. 1 1 1 
140. 1 
141. 
142. 1 
143. l 
144. 1 2 2 l 
145. 2 2 2 2 
146. 2 
147. 1 1 2 
148. l 1 
149. 2 2 2 
150. 1 1 1 1 
151. 1 
152. 1 l l 
153. 1 
154. l 2 
155. 1 1 2 1 
156. 1 
157. 1 l 1 3 
168. 2 2 
169. 
160. 1 2 
161. 
162. 1 1 l 
163. 2 2; 1 1 
164. 1 2 
165. 
166. l 
167. l l 
168. 2 2 2 
169. 1 1 I 
170. 
171. 2 1 
172. 
173. 2 1 2 
174. 1 l 
175. 1 
176. l 
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